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rbat .t loots enormous, but when
he report is
closely, it does
u>t seem much, if any, out of pmport oo
PriV#te ^P«rts do not
uonlirm the big crop estimates of the Department of Agriculture, although an
output of 200,000 000 bushels over
»
°f
The report on farm recertain t>.
serves of 81 411,000 bushels is practically
khe same as last year, so that on the gov
srnmeot basis domestic consumption and
«ports used up nearly 2

•onhrmrreK0t8·

lit

^ardeùÎ

Tcmaint?

^iZrw

Îh an 'nt're*î,e,l feeding
a
-apauty and a foreign demand of larger
proportions than in recent years
«
» likely to b* a place tor all
remunerative prices to growers. Manv
yieId8 continue
O^om«
but they are largely from
tome in,8iPPOiDuiDK

ο

where the corn was injured
Most of the estimates of
lisappointing yields are based on the
Act that buskings have not borne out
m ic.pations of the bushels
rom the appearance of the crop while
fhe difference between the
and the anticipation is 25 to
50 per cent, while the actual yields are a
ie considered
en U
countr* for the
or
»ear is ..s-8 bushels,
practically 4
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expected
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"«rage, ,t must be admitted that the
A feature of
-<»η crop is a good one.
ie crop is the increase of only 3 000 000
u„ yMr in
Juahele
in Nebraska
n
η October indicated a yield of 21*5,000,000
tLe *ieW Per acre of
>-s h,.«h
bushels, or the same as last year, the
iggregate crop is 203,000,000 bushels
•'«a, with a yield per acre of 34.8 bush,ast
^,000,000
The excess over last year is
>ushels.
of
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east
in
states
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last >*ear' a K*in of
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HOLLISTER'S

Nuggets

Mountain Tea

A Bust Mediciae for Busy PeopI·.
Brians Quiiea Health and Renewed Vigor.

A srvciflo for Constipation. Indigestion. Liée
ami Kidney Troubles. Piinples. Eczema. Impur*
Blood. Bu 1 Breath. Slmrg'sh Bowels. Headache
aud Backache. It's Rooky Mountain Tea in tab
G<>uuin« made by
let form. 35 cents a box.
Holmster Drcq Coupant, Madison, Wis.

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE

Homo Laundry.
Ladle·'

Washing* Wantcil.

Shirt Waists and Skirts a Specialty.
Work done in the best manner.
34 Hill Street,
South Paris.
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Pulp Wood the comCorrespondence solicited.
H. D. COLE,
Bryant's Pond, Me.
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Crtaa Balm
Ely'squickly
abaorbad.
6i«m Rtlitf at One·.
i*

It cleanses, soothes
heals and protects
the diseased mem·
brane. It cares Catarrh and drives
away a Cold ill the
Head quickly. Re- Il A V
stores the Senses of HI! I
Taste and Smell. Full size 50cts., at Drug,
giste or by mail ; Trial Size 10 cts. by m»il
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.
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feeding corn extensively
Winter wheat has hat! an abundance
>f moisture over most sections, and is
fenerally regarded as in good condition
ο enter the winter, except in California,
*here drouth prevails. There is a most
loticeable absence of Hessian Hv, but
hey may appear later, as they frequently
rom

late

hem'

80wiuif

ie ratl>er

against

The potato crop is 72.000,000 bushels
,hort of last jear in the aggregate yield,
hich, according to the government tigThe yield
ires, is 200,000.000 bushels.
Der acre was 87 bushels, compared with
year- There ha8 been a great
leal of damage to potatoes by early
.reezing in Iowa, South Dakota and
Nebraska, and a little in MinnesoU and
This stock is coming to
Λ isconsin
*uwl 8tock i8 being
\
Jeld back.—The Country Gentleman.
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Stock at the Barn.
that the season for out-door

The

pc™tive CATARRH

NORWAY,

60,-

per acre of
W.000 excess, with a
almost 7 bushels per acre.
bush1 he 1
crop is
has
•a.UOO OOO bushels, V irginia 43,000,000
the Carolines 57.000,000, a loss in
hese two states of 5,000,000 bushels. The
outh with the exception of Mississippi
md Louisiana, which are 10,000,000
msbels short of last year, has a good
Ohio and Indiana have between
rop
hem 1W.000.000 bushels, or 47 000 000
uorethan last year, their yield per acre
increased 5 and 0 bushels respectvely, to 37.8 and 40.7. The quality of
ie corn bears out previous
Ctfnt ab,,v* ,iWt-ve:ir and away
the average, being 00.0 per cent
.ver th
'all pasturage and feed in general is
,ood, which is saving many farmers
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Cement sidewalks made in iS and
24 inch squares for $1.25 per square
yard. Cement steps made to order.
South Paris, Maine.
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buy. Sen<i for booklet M.

NOVELTY RUQ CO.,

j68 Congres» Street.
MAINE.
PORTLAND.

Now
vork on the farm ht substantially at a
:loee, the stock at the barn comes in
or a larger share of attention than has
)een necessary while running at large
The first thought in this
u pasture.
:<>nuection every time should be for the
perfect health of the stock. Without
icallli there can be no thrift. Pure air
h the tirst
requisite to good health.
There can be little doubt but in the
itieuuous efforts for warm quarters the
mportance of pure air, aud also of exerCattle are
si.se, has be«n overlooked.
iliut up in the smallest space possible,
tiade as nearly air-tight as practicable,
ind held there from November till April
aud shingles
»n the claim that boards
ire more profitable than hay for keeping
miiuuls warm. Of course hay is saved,
or pure air aud exercise are as necesi:iry to a good appetite as to perfect
lcalth. Open air exercise in a clear,
:risp morning in winter, is as invigoriting to auimal* as to their owners. We
:laim without fear of proof to the conwill conrary that even cows in milk
lurne and digest more food and give
moderate open-air
milk with
nore
exercise than if kept in confinement in
:losed quarters. It is the bringing up
η the open air on the bleak hills of
Scotland that has given the exceptional
rigor and stamina to Ayrshire cattle.

as

IN

FLOW,

TUB

RATION

AT INCREASS

ED COST.

Dried distillers' grains, which are a
residue from the manufacture of spirits
of whiskey, are being freely offered in
the Pennsylvania feed market under
various proprietary names. These grains
contain about 31.5 per cent of total proteine, and are offered especially to dairymen as a source of this ingredient.
Experiments at this station bave
shown that the grains rank well with
other feeds as regards digestibility. Of
their proteine, about 70 per cent was
found to be digestible, thus making the
percentage of digestible proteine in the
neighborhood of 22.
Feeding experiments with dairy cows
bave also been made to teet the value
of the grains for milk production. Two
uniform lots of six cows each were
selected. Oue of these lots was fed a
good dairy ration, consisting of hay,
silage, cornmeal and cottonseed meal,
for twelve weeks. The other lot received the same ration for the first and last
four weeks, but in the middle four
weeks five and one-half pounds a day of
dried distillers' grains were substituted
for two and one-half pounds of cornmeal
and three pounds of cottonseed meal.
On this changed ration the six cows
showed a decided increase in their milk
production, while the other lot, on the
unchanged ration, fell off a little. In
particular it was found that the distillers* grains had a marked effect upon
the richness of the milk, increasing its
fat content very noticeably. This effect
is probably due to the somewhat high
percentage of fat contained in tne

grains.

With the prices prevailing at the time
cornmeal $10 a
of this experiment, viz
t<>n, cottonseed meal $vS and dried distillers' grains $32.50, the feeding cost of
>i pouuri of milk was somewhat increased by the use of the distillers' grains,
if, however, the milk was to bo used for
butter making, or was sold on the basis
of its fat test, the extra amount of fat
produced on the distillers' grains ration
would about balance the extra cost.
With higher prices ruling for cornmeal,
the difference in cost of the two rations
would be reduced somewhat.—Cor. in
Tribune Farmer.
Don't Make "Hot-house" Colts.
As winter sets in aud searching wind
and cold causes stock to "hump their
backs" and shiver, there is a teudencv
among farmers to be over kind to their
colts and
undeveloped horses. The
needs of a colt and those of a fattening
lamb or pig are entirely difforeut. In
the latter what is wanted is plenty of
juicy, tender meat and fat, but the requirements in the colt are strong framework of bone and muscle and well-developed lungs and vital organs generally.
The colt that is confined with the coming of winter in a tight, warm, poorly
ventilated stable and fed largely on corn
or other carbonaceous feeds will make
rapid growth in beefy qualities, providing he is not made sick by inaction
and poor air; but unlike France or Gerhorse-beef is not in demand
many,
here.
Many a promising foal that has raced
the pastures at will during the summer
and become hardy and rugged gets a
blow from which bis constitution now
recovers
through mistaken kindness
when winter comes, from too close continement and improper feed. The weanling, and in fact the yearling and 2-yearold. unworked. should have opp>rtuuity
to till his lungs with fresh air and stretch
and harden his muscles daily throughout the winter, except when an occasional
ice storm or blizzard would make run-

ning out undesirable.
The colt should have

dry place to
sleep, well protected from draughts,
aud plenty of oats and clean bright hay
and pure water in abundance; with these
a

and the daily exercise, he will make a

steady growth, strong bone, tough liga-

ments and hard muscles that will not
of hie getting unsound, as
is the case with the soft dabby growth
of the hot-house type. From the ranks
that are closely confined
colts
of
throughout the winter, largely come the
When libernumerous unsound horses.
ated in the spring their desire for activity
is almost a madness, and their unueed
muscles, bones and weakened vital
orgauti are poorly fitted for the strain
imddenly brought to bear upon them.
The secret of growing horses profitably is to allow of no stuoting of the
foal at weaning time, then by generous
feeding of suitable food, including an
occasional bran mash, or feed of roots or
apples to keep the digestion strong and
the blood cool, there need be no check
iu growth until maturity is reached.
Colts grown in this way with good blood
in their vein·· make the horses that have
the stamina,
courage and style—the
qualities that count when marketed and
service.—Maine
for continued
later
Farmer.

easily permit

The

Trolley

and the Farmer.

Whenever 1 see a trolley line pushing
out into the country it gives me pleasure, because I can .see advantages in it
coming nut ouly tu the farmer, but to
the busiuess man iu tbe city and village
It help* tu break down the
as well.
dividing line between city and country.
It affords an admirable opportunity for
the city man of business to have a home
out in the country where he can have
room fojr nice grounds, a garden and a
farm if he likes. It is a well-known
fact that very many business men have
a

longing

to

own

a

"rural retreat,"

which the trolley makes possible for
them to enjoy. To the farmer it affords
a quick trip to tbe city for business or
pleasure, leaving his team at home for
the performance of necessary work, or
after the day's work is done it is easy to
take the trolley into the city for evening

iu New

"She's all ablaze
the panted reply.
and a rope would burn through in a
minute If you tied It anywheres."
"Git some grapples and anchors out
of lingers' shop. He's got a whole lot
of 'em.
Keep on with the water
bus'uess. I'll g!t the other stuff."
He descended the ladder and explained his Idea to the crowd below.
There was a great shout and twenty

Feed.

Stockmen and dairymen alike will do service at church, a lecture or the
well, on entering upon the winter care theatre.
>f their stock, to study well the c<>nThe localities are numerous where the
iitions conducive to their health. The trolley would be of great advantage to
the
present the inhabitante and a paying investment
wet veterinary authorities at
:ime are advocating a like treatment of to tbe capitalist. It is quite feasible to
and
of
health
vigor build a trolley road where we might
itock for promotion
hat is found best to the same end with never hope to see a steam road.
that
all
to
is
known
It
:hemeelves.
Klectric roads are of great benefit to
to our
pure air is absolutely necessary
the town where they terminate, as well
demhave
health.
They
personal good
as to the steam roads, aoting as feeders
onstrated to a certainty at Orono, that to them. All trolley lines across countiens give more eggs in houses open each
try, at least, should be allowed to carry
:lay to outside air and temperature than freight As much as I am in favor of
if shut up in closed quarters. There is no
trolley roads in the country I would od
ioubt but this close confinement of do- do account be in favor of granting a
mestic animals baa been overdone.— franchise allowing the trolley the use of
Maine Farmer.
the middle of the highway. In the city
it may be all right to let them have the
Encourage the Young Farm Mechanic. middle of tbe street but out in tbe counHow many farmers there are in this try it is a different matter.—P. H. Dow

in need
age of progression who, when
of a new whiffletree or neok yoke
spend the greater part of a day going to
the blacksmith shop to get one made,
HemFir,
Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce,
and perhaps keep the boy cutting cord'.ock and Poplar, delivered on cars at wood to pay for it, when that same boy
to
Bethel,
?ownal
from
a ny R. R. Station
is jufct crazy to build something, says a
the coming year.
correspondent in the Greenfield, Mass.,
Pane.
West
W.
PENLEY,
E.
Gazette. If you have a boy mechanic,
J. M. DAY, Bryant'® Pond.
get him some tools for wood-work, get
May 30, 1004.
him a portable forge and an anvil, keep
him interested, keep these farmer mePARKERS
chanics in town, encourage them aa they
HAIR BALSAM
did years ago to build a mill and manuciterne· and bcautlflaa th« hair.
facture something from your woodlots.
Plwnutt· a hnumo. trowtfi.
MrT.r Yalta to
Drive out the wood butchers and midHair to lta Youthful Color.
Cum »*lp di«»e«r· S hilr f*Uio^
dlemen. Instead of expending all the
Sle. and I H«J*t Pnitfi»a__
academies to
money in schools and
teach the boys to leave, expend some in
a way to keep them in town.
NOTICE.

WANTED.

INTRODUCTION

INCREASED THE

Correspondence on practical agricultural topics
1· solicited
Address all communications Intended for this department to Hkmbt D.
Htm >ni>, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dem
ocrat. Paris. Me.
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Maxim

Distillers' drains

AMONG THE FARMERS.

STEWART. Μ. υ..

M

^

England

Farmer.

[CONTINUED.]
"Well, ma'am," lie said, "we—we got
your letter nil right, and, to tell you
the truth, we was at the depot—Perez

and me nud Jerry."
"You was! Well, then, for the laud
of goodness, why didn't you let mo
know It? Such a time as I bad try in'
to lind out where you lived and all!"
The captain saw but one plausible
explanation, and that was the plain
truth. Slowly he told the story of the
colored woman and the extension case.
The widow laughed until her spectacles
fell off.

"Well, there!" sbe exclaimed. "If
that don't beat nil! I don't blame Cnp'n
Burgess a mite. Poor thing! I guess
I'd have run, too. If I'd have seen that
darky. She was settin' right in the
next seat to me. and she had a shutover bag cousid'rable like mine, and
when she got up to git out she took
mine by mistake. I was a good deal
put out about it, and I expect I talked
to her like a Duteh uncle when I caught
Dear, dear! Where Is
up with her.

Cap'n Burgess?"

"He's shut up In
shanty down
the road, nud he's so upsot that I dunno's he'll stir from there tonight. Jerry
ain't prejudiced, but that darky was
too much for him."
And then they t>oth laughed, the widow because of the ludicrous nature of
tue affair and the captain because of
a

fish

the relief that the lady's acceptance
of It Afforded his mind.
Mrs. Snow was the first to become
"Cap'n Hedge," she said,
grave.
"there's one or two thiugs 1 must say
right here. In the first place, I ain't
in the habit of answerin' advertisements from folks that wants to git
married. I ain't so hard up for η man
Next thing, 1
as all that comes to.
didn't come dowu here with my mind
made up to marry Cap'n Burgess, not
by no means. I wanted to see him and
talk with him and tell him jest all
about how things was with me and
find out about him and then— Why, if
everything was shipshape, I might
p'raps think about"—
"Jest so, ma'am, Jest so," broke in

her companion. "That's about the way
You see, there's prob'ly a
we felt.
long story on both sides, and if you'll
excuse me I'll go down to the shanty
and see If I can't git Jerry up here.
It'll be a job, I'm afraid, but"—
"No, you shan't either. I'll tell you
It's awful late now
what we'll do.
und I must be gittin' up to the tavern.
S'pose, If 'tain't too much trouble, you
walk up there with me and I'll stay
there tonight, and tomorrer I'll come
down here, and we'll all have a common eense talk.
P'raps by that time
your friend '11 have the darky woman
off his mind too."
They walked up the road together,
the captain carrying the extensiou
case.
They talked, but not of matriMrs. Snow knew
monial prospects.
some

almost as much about the sea and the
gjings and comings thereon as did
her escort, and the couversatlon was
salty in the extreme.
At tue Travelers Rest Mrs. »uow
was Introduced by the unblushing Kri
as a couslu from Provlncetowu, and
after some controversy concerning the
price of board and lodging sh<· was
shown up to her room.
Captain Eri
walked home, absorl>ed in inislltatiou.
Whatever his thoughts were they were
not disagreeable, for he smiled and
shook his'head more than once, as if
with satisfaction. As he passed John
Baxter's house he noticed that the light
in the upper window was still burning.
Captain Perez was half asleep when
Erl opened the door of the shanty.
Captain Jerry, however, was very
much awake and demanded to be told
things right away. Ills friend briefly
explained the situation.
"I don't care If she stays here till
doomsday," emphatically declared the
disgruntled one. "I shan't marry her.

What's she like anyhow?"
He was surprised at the enthusiasm
of Captain Eri's answer.
"She's a mighty good woman. That's
what I think she is, and she'd make
I hope
ii fust class wife for any man.
you'll nay so. too. when you see her.
There ain't uothiu' hitytlty about her,
but she's got more common sense than
any woman I ever saw. But there! I
shan't talk another bit about her tonight. Come on home and turn in."

CHAJTEU VI.

"ΓΤΤ* LL hands ou deck! Turn oat
there! Turn out!"
Captain Eri grunted and
rolled over iu his bed. For
a Lijuieut or two he fancied himself

back In the fo'castle of the Sea Mist
the bark In which he had made his
flrst voyage. Then, as he grew wider
awake, he heard somewhere iu the distance a bell ringing furiously.
"Turn out, all hands! Turn out!"
Captain Eri sat up. That voice was
It belonged to
no part of a dream.
Caplaiu Jerry, und the tone of it meant
business. The bell continued to ring.
"Aye, aye, Jerry! What's the matter V"

he shouted.

"Fire!

village.

big

fire up In the
Look out of the window and

There's

a

They're ringing the
you can see.
schoolhouse bell. Don't you hear it?"
The captain, wide awake enough by
this time, Jumped out of bed, carrying
the blankets with him, and ran to the
window. Opening It, he thrust out his
head. The wind bad changed to the

clattered ilownsta.ra, followed by the
wildly excited Jerry.
"Good luud, Perez," he cried as he
came into the diuing room, "I thought
you said you was ail ready!"
Captain Perez paused in the vain attempt to make Captain Jerry's hat cover his own cranium and replied indignantly, "Well, I am, ain't IÏ"
"Seems to me I'd put somethiu' on
my feet besides them socks if I was
you. You might catch cold."
Perez glanced down at his blue yarn
blank astonishment.
extremities in
"Well, now," he exclaimed, "if I hain't
forgot my boots!"
"Well, git 'em on, and be quick.

There's your hat. Give Jerry his."
The excited Perez vanished through
the door of his chamber, and Captain
Eri glanced at the chronometer. The
time was a quarter after 2.
They hurried out of the door and
through the yard, passed the lily pond,
where the frogs had long since adjourned their concert and gone to bed,
dodged through the yard of the tightly
shuttered summer hotel and came out
at the corner of the road, having saved
some distance by the short cut.
"That ain't Weeks' htore," declared
Captain Terez, who was In the lead.
"It's Web Saunders* place. That's what
It is."
Captain Eri paused and looked over
to the left in the direction of the Baxter homestead. The light In the window was still burning.

anchors and a grapnel were fastened
to as many ropes, and the crowd
pranced gayly about the burning ell,
looking for a chance to make them fast.

party with axes
endeavoring to cut a hole through the
side of the saloon In order to get out
the pool table. After some endeavor
he persuuded them to desist aud they
came around to the rear and, taking
Captain Krl found

a

in close to the shed and
at It until the tire drove them
away. At last they made a hole close
to where It joined the muin building,
large enough to attach the grapnel.
Then with a "Yo heave ho!" every one
took hold of the rope and pulled. Of
course the grapnel pulled out with only
a board or two, but they tried again,
and, this time getting it around a
beam, pulled a large portion of the
ran

turns,

chopped

shed to the ground.
Meanwhile another ax party hud uttuchcd an anchor to the opposite side
In
and were making good progress.
due time the shed yawned away from
the suloon, tottered and collapsed in α
shower of sparks. A deluge of water
Then every
soon extinguished these.
one turned to the main building, and
as the tire had not yet taken a linn
hold of this they soon hud it under con-

answered with a
"But then," he
shake of the head.
said, "Perez and me have been right

one

by one Into the street

Ttiey turnea into tne main road at a

dog trot and became part of a crowd of
oddly dressed people, all running In the

direction.
"Web's place, nln't It?" asked Eri of
Seth Wingate, who was lumbering
aloug with a wooden bucket lu one
hand and the pitcher of his wife's best
washstand set lu the other.
"Yes," breathlessly answered Mr.
Wingate. "and It's a goner, they tell
me. Every man's got to do his part If
they're going to save it. I allers said
we ought to have a fire department In
same

this town."

Considering that Seth had for the
past eight years persistently opposed
In town meeting any attempt to purchase a hand engine, this was a rather
surprising speech, but no one paid any

attention to it then.
The fire was in the billiard saloon,
sure enough, and the back portion of
the building was in a blaze when they
were
[.adders
reached
it.
placed
against the eaves, and a line of men
with buckets were pouring water on
the roof. The Une extended to the
town pump, where two energetic
youths in their shirt sleeves were
working the handle with might and
main. The houses near at hand were
brilliantly illuminated, and men and
were
women
bringing water from
them in buckets, tin palls, wash bailers
and even coal scuttles.
Iuside the saloon another hustling
crowd was busily working to "save"
Mr. Saunders" property. A dozen of
the members had turned the biggest
pool table o^'cr on Its back and were
unscrewing the legs, heedless of the
fact that to attempt to get the table
through the front door was an impossibility and that, as the back door was
in the thickest of the fire, it, too, was
out of the question. A man appeared
at the open front window of the second story with his arms filled with bottles of various liquids, "original packages" and others. These with feverish energy he threw one by one Into
the street, endangering the lives of every one in range and, of course, breaking every bottle thrown. Some one of
the cooler heads calling his attention
to these facts, he retired and carefully
packed all the empty bottles, the only
ones remaining. Into a peach basket
and tugged the latter downstairs and

to a safe place on a neighboring piazza.
Then he rested from his labors as in·
who had done all that might reasonably be expected.
Mr. Saunders himself, lightly attired

in a nightshirt tucked into a pair of
trousers, was rushing here and there,
uow loudly demanding more water and

then stopping to swear at the bottle
thrower or some other enthusiast.
Web's smoothness was all gone, and
the language he used was, as Abigail
Mullett said afterward, "enough to
bring down a Jedgment on anybody."
Captain Eri caught him by the sleeve
as he was ruuulng past and inquired,
"How'd it start, Web?"
I know mighty
"How'd it start?
well how it started, and 'fore I git

you're hot up so."
fcue went back, still singing to the
baby, to where Mrs. Saunders sat, and
the captain looked after her In a kind
of amazed fashion.
"By mighty!" he muttered, and then
Then he resumed his
repeated It.

search.

lie remembered that there had been
number of people on the side of the
burning shed opposite that on which
he had been employed and he determined to have one look there before
going to the Baxter homestead. Almost the first man he saw as he approached the dying fire was Ralph
The electrician's hands
Ilazeltlne.
and face were blackened by soot and
the perspiration sparkled on his forea

head.

"Hello, captain!" he said, holding
out his hand.
"Lively for awhile,
wasn't It? They tell me you were the
man who suggested pulling down the
It saved tte day, all right
shed.
enough. If you're going home I'll go
along with you. I may as well be
getting down toward the station. The
excitement Is about over."
"I ain't goln' right home, Mr. Hnzeltlne. I've got an errand to do. Prob'ly
I'll be goln* pretty soon, though."
"Oh, all right! I'll wait here awhile

longer, then. See you later perhaps."
The fog had lifted somewhat, and as
the captain, running silently, turned

Into the shore road he saw that the
light In the Baxter homestead had not
The schoolhouse
been extinguished.

Jerry

here by the pump ever sence we come.
He might be most anywheres else and
Want me to ask
jve wouldn't see him.
some of the other fellers?"
"No!" exclaimed his friend, almost
fiercely. "Don't you mention his name
to a soul, nor let 'em know you've
thought of him. If anybody should
ask, tell 'em you guess he's right
You two git to
arouud eomewheres.
I'll let you know If I
work ag'ln.
want you."
The pair took up their buckets, and

the captain wulked on from group to
group, looking carefully at each person.
The Rev. Mr. Perley and some of his
flock were standing by themselves on
a neighboring stoop, and to them the

searcher turned eagerly.
Ihere was the most likely place, and
John Baxter was not there. Certainly
every citizen lu Orham who was able
to crawl would be out this night, and
if the old Puritan hermit of the big
house was not present to exult over the
downfall of the wicked it would be beThe
cause he was ill or because—
captain didn't like to think of the other
reason.

Mrs. Web Saunders, quietly weeping,
seated on a knoll near the pump.
Three of the Saunders* hopefuls, also
weeping, but not quietly, were seated
beside her.
Another, the youngest of
the family, was being rocked soothingly in the arms of a stout female, who
was singing to it as placidly as though
was

tires were an every day or night ocThe captain peered down,
currence.
and the stout woman looked up.
"Why, Mrs. Snow!" exclaimed Cap-

tain Eri.
The lady from Nantucket made no
She rose, however,
Immediate reply.
shook down the black alpaca skirt
which had been folded up to keep It
out of the dew, and, still humming
softly to the child, walked off a little
way, motioning with her head for the
When she bad
captain to follow.
reached a sj»ot sufficiently remote from
Mrs. Saunders, she whispered:
I
"How d'ye do, Cap'n Hedge?
guess the wust is over now, isn't it? I
saw you workin' with them ropes.
You must be awful tired."
"How long have you been here?"
asked the captain, somewhat aston-

ished at her calmness.
"Oh, I come right down as soon as
I heard the bell. Ssh'h, dearie," to the
"There, there, it's all right.
baby.

Lay still."
"How'd you git acquainted with
her?" nodding toward the wife of the
proprietor of the scorched saloon.
"Oh, I see the poor thing settin' thert
with all them children and nobody
payln' much attention to her, so 1

went over and asked If I couldn't help
out I haven't got any children of my
own, but I was number three In a
fam'Iy of fourteen, so I know how it's
done. Oh, that husband of hers? He's
Would you b'lleve
a nice one, he Is!
It, he come along and she spoke to
him, and he swore at her somethln'
That's why she's cryin*.
dreadful.
Poor critter, I guess by the looks she's
nsed to It. Well, I give him a piece of
my mind. He went away with a flea

Rheumatism

coMtttntioa·!
bone of the
ΙΑ
CAajkI^
ii fipiniT^ftn men

Id local ache· and paint·—
Inflamed joints and stiff
musdet,—pot it cannot be

cured by local frpptimttonf·
II reqmrei constitutional
treatment

the

blood,

mods throowB

endue bertha

tourte of the

great medicine

which hat permanently
cored thomandt of caiat·

coat awl. folding It Into a .mall bundie. bid it In the bushes near by. Then
he lifted the limp body uud turned it
s» that the gray head was toward the
billiard saloon instead of from it.
Peres and Jerry were still busy with
the water buckets when their friend
came panting up the knoll to the
pump.
••Hello Eri!" said the former, wiping
his forehead with his arm. "It's 'bout
out, ain't It? Why. what's the mat-

OUR WEEKLY
NEW YORK LETTER

"Nothin';

IMt
nothin' to speak of.
down thorn buckets and you and ·*βΓΙ7
I've got somethln that
come with me.
I want you to do."

Nodding and exchanging congratula-

whispered sharply:

"Dr. Palmer's somewheres in this
crowd. 1 want each of you fellers to
go diff'rent ways and look for him.
Whichever one finds him first can bring
him up to the corner by the post >ttice.
Whistle when you git there and the
rest or us '11 come. Don t stop to ask
questlous. I ain't hurt, but John BaxI can t
ter's had a stroke or somethln
tell you no more now. Hurry! And
»uy, don't you mention to a soul what

the matter Is."
Λ seafaring life has Its advantages.
Κ teaches prompt obedience, for one
thing The two mariners did not lies
itate an Instant, but bolted in opposite directions. Captain Eri watched

them go. and then set off in another.
He was stopped every few moments,
and all sorts of questions and comments concerning the tire and its cause
were fired at him. but he put off some
Inquiries with a curt "don't know
and others with nods or negatives, and
threaded his way from one clump of

to another. As he came
close to the blackened and smoking
billiard saloon ltalph Ilazeltlne caug it
him by the arm.
"
Ha\en t
Hel lo !" said the electrician.
you gone home yet ?''
"No. not ylt.
Say. I'll ««k J'ou·
•cause I cal'late you can keep your
mouth shut If It's necessary, bave you
seen the doctor anywheres round lateIle was here, 'cause I saw him
when I fust come."
-Who? Dr. Palmer? N«>. 1 haunt
1» any one hurt? can l
seen him.

ly?

In

Smart

New

Derby Jackets the Latest
Vogue—Bewitching Scarfs and Even·
ing Shawls of Egyptian Lace and
Syrian Net.
Models

«

tions with acquaintances in the crowd
on the success of the tire fighting. < aptaln Eri led his messmates to a darK
Then
corner under a clump of trees.
he took each of them by the arm and

Sweater

Knitted

The

ter?"

townspeople

Captain Eri worked with the rest
until he saw that the worst was over.
Then he t>egan the search that had
been in his mind since he tirst saw the
He found Captain Jerry and
blaze.
Captain Perez perspiringiy passing
buckets of water from hand to hand In
the line, und, calling them to one side,

ry?"
Captain

TUreu

his oar.
I do despise a profane
above all things. Yes, the baby's
all right, Mrs. Saunders. I'm a-comln*.
Good night, Cap'n Hedge. I s'pose I
ehall see you all In the mornln'. You
ought to he careful and not stand still
much this damp night. It's bad when

trol.

ain't it?"
"Haven't you seen him, either, Jer-

Build something besides creameries
Paris, Maine, May 22,
and churches. The towns that have the
young mechanics,
All persons are hereby forbidden J factories get all your
lumber, and leave you the brush,
Where's Perez?"
on the premises of Colum-I your
one of the ladders to the roof and
trespassing
and a few sommer boarders.—New oats, there was no margin in produoing
Captain Eri had lighted a lamp and called to the men at work there.
bia Parris by dumping refuse or tak- England Farmer.
milk in the winter; and many farmers
I
was pulling on his boots as he spoke.
"That shed's gone, Ben," he said.
gradually drifted ont of it
ing stones from the stone walls.
"Here I be!" shouted the missing
Latest cable advices to Geo. A. Coch"Chuck
your water on the main part
Don't forget that a man who loves member of the trio from the dining
rane from the principal apple markets
NOTICE.
hère. Maybe if we had some ropes
as favorable. the hog business well enough to be
come
Britain
of
Great
town
all
"I'm
room below.
ready. Horry we might be able to pull the shed
AU bill· eostrsctsrt MSlay tbs
f·***
we
«alertai.
Red varieties In very active request everlastingly at It, and takes pains at
ο* «h· blah way, «liber labor or
up, Brll"
before the ία
clear and then we could save the rest."
«sal MmMd fW payment <* <*
and good prices rule for good sound every turn, will make a successful hog
Captain Erl Jumped Into his trousers,
"How'd vou fasten the ropee?" wa·
man.
oosdMo· lot··
sunned Into a faded dm Jacket and
o* r ami*.

1905.1

vay to the lire.
The rope seekers were Jn t returning,
.ulen with everything froiu clothesII:ilf a dozen bout
lines to cables.

asked anxiously:
"Have either of you fellers seen John
Baxter tonight?"
Captain l'erez looKeu surpriseu, nuu
then some of the trouble discernible in
Erl's face wae apparent in bis own.
"Why, no," he replied slowly, "1
ain't seen hiin, now you speak of it.
Everybody in town's here too. Queer,

Dairying on the Decrease?
This is a question of considerable Im- eastward, and a thick fog bad come
portance to our eastern dairymen. In in with it The house was1 surrounded
discussing this feature of the dairy In- by a wet, black wall, but off to the
dustry, with a party who has had ex- west a red glow shone through it, now
tended experience in the various dairy
know who started It
and now fainter. The school- through I'll
sections of New England, the Elgin brighter
*11 pay for this, now you
was turning somersaults in Somebody
bell
that
winter
house
as
him
saying
Report quote·
hear me! Hurry up with the water,
dairying bas gradually diminished, that its excitement. Whoever the ringep |
tbe numbers of fresh cows for winter might be, he was ringing as though it you"—
He tore frantically away to the
milking in nearly all of tbe territory was his only hope for life, and the bell
named, has been lessened in the last four swung back and forth without pause. pump and the three captalus joined
or five years.
the crowd of volunteer firemen. CapThe red glow in the fog brightened
His Inquiries along that line were
tain ErJ, running round to the back of
at
it
answered by the various parties, to the again as the captain gazed
the building, took in the situation at
the
Captain Jerry came tumbling up
effect that the high cost of feed had
Back of the main portion of the
ouce.
made it unprofitable to undertake to stairs, breathless and half dressed.
saloon was an ell and It was in this ell
"Where do you make It out to be?"
furnish winter milk. During the pasthat the fire had started. The ell Itaelf
ture season, the cost of produoing milk he panted.
was In a bright blaze, but the larger
was much
less; but with the high
the
"Somewhere's nigh
postofflce.
In front was only just beginprices of the various feeds desirable, Looks 's if it might be Weeks' store. building burn. The captain climbed
ning to
to be used in connection with oorn and
Is Winter

and boys started on a run after
ropes, while as many more stormed at
the door of Nathaniel Rogers' blacksmith shop.
Rogers was the local
!eoler In anchors and other marine
ronwork. The doc.r of the shop was
locked, hut he produced the_ key and
In another min'nlocked the door.
:te the greater portion of die Ironvork In the establishment was on Its
men

In

man

—

By RENE DEVERAUX.
Among the multitude of whimsical
extra vagaucics of dres» indu lpt1 ia
li\

the woman of fashion from season

an occasional really pracsensible vogue stands out gloriously in relief, like a pnxl deed in a
naughty world."
Those women who have muriled themselves up. safe from the penetrating
cold of a bleak day, in knitted sweater
pulled well up around the throat beneath the rain coat, or giving addiwhile
motoring or
tion; I comfort
tramping, know ju*t how satisfactory
a fashion the introduction of these soft
wool garments ushered in. That their
real worth is appreciated is indicated
by the continued vogue from season to
season, each year bringing a uumlier
to

season

tical,

of smart new models, splendid improvements oil those of the year before.
Whether or not increased facilities for
making are responsible, as the demand
for these garments Increases their
scale of price* grows beautifully less
until a well made sweater or golf vest
is now wiTliin the means of all. and
surely no woman who values her
health should be without one in some
or form.
The scarlet Norfolk. Iielted and buttoiied down the front with white pearl
buttons, is exceedingly smart this season and delightfully comfortable for
golf or tennis. Iteueath the box coat
the sweater Idottse is conveniently
Most of these are made with
worn.
knitted rolled collar, which may be
turned up around the throat if desired.
Some smart new models are of white,
with collars and cutis of modish colors.
A loosely knitted white sweater was
a blouse model with a broad stylish
collar of dark blue and green, closely
knitted In blended strliK's. The trout

shape

^•fguess

"Ilow'ti i/o it ι/It acquainted uitli hert"
boll had ceased to ring, aud the shouts
of the crowd at the lire sounded faintly. There were no other souuds.
Up the driveway Captain Eri hurried. There were no lights in the lower

part of the house, aud the dining

match, and by its light climbed the
stairs. His friend's room was empty.
The lamp was burulng ou the bureau,
uud a liible was open beside it. The
bed had not been slept in.
Thoroughly alarmed now, the captain, lamp in hand, went through one
room after the other. John Baxter was
not ut home, and he was not with the
Where was he?
crowd at the Are.
There was, of course, a chance that his

friend had passed him on the way or
that he had been at the lire, after all,
but this did not seem possible. However, there was nothing to do but go
back, and this time the captain took
the path across the tields.
The Baxter house was on the shore
road, and the billiard room uud postoflice were on the malu road, i'eople
in α hurry sometimes uvoided the corner by climbing the fence opposite the
Baxter gate, going through the Dawes
pasture and over the little hill back of
the livery stable and coming out iu the
rear of the postoilice and close to the

saloon.

Captalu Eri, worried, afraid to think
of the tire and its cause and only anxious to ascertain where his friend was
and what he had been doing that night,
trotted through the pasture and over
the hill. Just as he came to the bayberry bushes on the other side he stumHe knew what it

was

that he had

tumbled over the moment that he fell
across it, and his lingers trembled so
that he could scarcely scratch the

match that he took from his pocket.
But it was lighted at last, aud as its
tiny blaze grew brighter the captain
saw John Baxter lying fuce downward
in the path, his head pointed towurd
bis home and bis feet towurd the billiard saloon.

CHAPTER VII.
OR a second only Captain Eri
stood there, motionless, stooping over the body of his
friend.

Then he sprang into

vigorous action. He dropped upon his
knees and, seizing the shoulder of the
prostrate ligure, shook it geutly, whispering, "John! John!" There was no

and no responsive movement,
and the captain bent bis head aud listened. Breath was there and life, but,
oh, so little of either! The next thought
was, of course, to run for belp aud for
a doctor, but be took but a few steps
when a new idea struck bim, and be

answer

buck.
Lighting another match, he examThe
ined the fallen man hurriedly.
old "Come Outer" lay In the path with
his arms outstretched, as if he had
He was barefallen while running.
heaued, and there was no sign of a
wound upon him. One coat sleeve was
badly scorched, and from a pocket in
came

the coat protruded the neck of a bottle.
The bottle was empty, but its odor was
strong. It had contained kerosene. The
evidence was clear, and the cuptain
knew that what he had feared was the
truth.
For

moment ho stood erect and
pondered as to what was best to do.
Whatever it was, it must be done
but if the doctor and those
a

quickly,
that might

with him should find
the burned coat and the telltale bottle

It

were

^ Indlngelo^l.jr.MU.
ssrw

room

The kitchen door,
door was locked.
however, was not fastened, and the
captain opened it and entered. Shutting It carefully behind him. he groped
along to the entrance of the next room.
"John!" he called softly. There was
no answer, aud the house was perfectly still save for the ticking of the
big clock. Captain Eri scratched a

bled and fell flat.

John Baxter'* sick
not.
but there's the whistle. Come on. Mr
Hazeltiue. ii you ain't ,in a special
hurry. Maybe we will need you.
They reached the corner by the postoffice to find I»r. Palmer, who had,
practiced medicine in Orham since e
received his diploma, wait ng for tun
Captain Perez, who had dlscovercM tht
nhvsician on the Nickersou piazza.
. » I
1U his mouth. Whistling with the rcgu

come

better for John Baxter that

SR:

on

—«

.an,,·» aakt't D'yon
want to fetch the whole tribe here?
There's Jerry, now. Co»»' "»· ,1,M 1 ,r·
[το u ooirrnroxu.J
Cloud· of Di-ηκηιι Kile· In Γη(.itcwiilu.
"A Dumber of years ago," said n «'ali-

forula mau. "I was traveling in that
desolate part of South America known
not rare to
as Patagonia, α region I
visit a second time.
Among its curious phenomena I distinctly remember
the clouds of dragon tlics which are to
be seen ou the barren plains. These
insecte fly before the strong winds

thut blow from the interior and rush
through the air as though in terror of
Nearly
the gale which tlipy precede.
all are blue, but now and then one is
You
seen of a brilliant scarlet color.
encounter a storm of these tlies without auy warning of their approach, the
air a few feet above the ground being
darkened by them, and men and horses
In their path become absolutely covered with theni.
They are larger
somewhat than the ordinary dragon
fly. being about three Inches in length."

—Washington Post
The Effect

Inevitable.

"Borrowing money." remarked the
man who comments on things, "is not
« good plan."
"Quite true," said Senator Badger.
"I've always noticed that the mau who
lends money will sooner or later besensitive to the touch."—Milwaukee Sentinel.

come

SHfED HIT LIFE

—That's what a prominent
druggist said of Scott's
Emulsion a short time
ago. As a rule we don't
use or

refer to testimonials

in addressing the public,
but the above remark and

similar expressions
made so often in connection with Scott's Emulsion
that they are worthy of
occasional note. F rom
infancy to old age Scott's
Emulsion.offers a reliable
means of remedying improper and weak development, restoring lost flesh
and vitality, and repairing
waste. The action of
Scott's Emulsion is no
more of a secret than the
composition of the Emul
sion itself. What it does
it does through nourishment—the kind of nourishment that cannot be obare

tained in ordinary food.
No system is too weak or
delicate to retain Scott's

Emulsion and
from it.

gather good

We will und you
sample Itu.

consciousness and life never were bis
again. There might and probably
would be suspicion, but here was
proof absolute that meant prison and
disgrace for a man whom all the community bad honored aud respected.
Captain Eri weighed the chances,

speculated

m£

*

Βt turc that this pictur* in th«
a U*xl u oil the wrapper
of <T«ry b^ttU of ûmuUion you

form of
buy.

SCOTT & BOWNE
Chemists

the result and then did

409 Pearl St.» Ν. Y.

what seemed to him right. He threw
the bottle as fur away from the puth
M he could and then stripped off the

50c. and $1; all

/'

druggUs.

8TTLI8H AKIJ mnmBU Is THIS ΝΠ»
IIOI»EI< LOOSE KWKATKB.

fastened with large white pearl
buttons anil finished at the waist line
with a broad knitted girdle effect. suugwan

ly til till},'

White with red rolled collar and
cliffs and solid colors look well wlieti
the coat is slipped off, the fashionable
cut of sleeves and other details being

extremely becoming.
(Juite the newest model is the derby
jacket, made entirely without fullness,

tilting lb·· liguiv as did the old time
'these are knitted with a decide·! tiare over the hips and may be
advisedly worn by even the woman of

Jersey,

most gciiero::s proportions.
It is rather disheartening to the returning summer girl who knitt« <1 her
own sweater during her leisure hours
at the seashore to find such beauties

ready made at prices fro.u sj.T."» up.
"These are not handmade." sh·· contends, "but they are really stunning'"
Less practical, but so pardonably
charming, are the numbers of exquisitely dainty scarfs temptingly dison every side and which seem

played

Just planned for holiday gifts. Kgyptian lace scarfs two and a half yards
long, worked in elaborate patterns of
gold tiber silk upon heavy net; Syrian
spangled net scarfs of shimmering silver, wonderfully handmade; scarfs of
dull gold ami silver net. a trille heavier
than Brussels net—nil these are to peep
from the ne< k of the evening coat or
hang loosely when the coat is worn
open.

Very lovely little embroidered Chi

with
in a
small square box. ready to slip the
card in and send away as a Christmas
greeting. A dollar or so less than live

nese

yard square,
prettily folded

crepe shawls, a

tied fringe,

are

sends one of these on its way rejoicing.
For almost

the same

price

was

a

charming Pompadour silk scarf with
soft pink roses artistically scattered
over

its

white

ground,

and

a

much

costly black net scarf thickly embroidered in dull rich gold.
The New York girl this sea sou Is
wearing more violets than ever before,
the purple tinted tin foil and lavender
cord and tassel being dis|>ensed witli
more

and their natural fresh green stems
being held in place by a simple satin
ribbon howknot. Other purple flowers
are greatly in demand.

[Our readers may have any question
concorninB fashion or fabrics answered
without charge by Rene Dovcraux. the
fashion expert, by nddreMtlnK Rene Deveraux, Ρ Ο. Ilox î£'M», Madison Square,
New York, IntlusInK stamp fur reply.]
Λ Hatch of Ball·.

There are several Interesting halls in
the following serious paragraph from
the Western News of Gal way, Ireland:
"To rob a man of his parse and then
maltreat him for not having it would
pass

muster

ninnug

pitlkss

brutal

crimes, but to kill and slay a man to
the point of death and then murder
him for'not dying quick eu >u«h l« oue
point better in the catalogue of huIt is cuouiiti to make
man infamy.

Irishmen set their teeth and ta k silent-

ly iu group·."

He Told

Her Why.

Peckein—I bave been asked to Join
tbe Married Men's club, my dear. Mr».
Peckem—Indeed! And what do married men want a club for, pray? Peckem—Why, misery loves company, you
know.—Chicago News.
Most Americans eat too fast and too
much, but tbe grocer and tbe butcher
areu't tbe oiin that are calling attention to tbe evil.—Somerville Journal.
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All legal advertisements
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THE OXFORD BEAES.
THE OOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Paris HUL
Tint Baptist Church, Βατ. E. O. Taylor, pastor
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 a.m. Sunday

Sabbath Evening Service at
School at 12 M.
7 » r. M. Y. P. 9. C. K. Tueiday evening.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting the last Friday oefore the lit
Sunday of the month at 3 30 r. M. All not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Universalis* Church.
Sunday School every
Sunday at 10:45 A. H.

Rev. William Lisle and wife, evangela series of meetings at
the Baptist church next Sunday to coner*
tinue two weeks.
Job PBiimso:—New type, fast presses, steam
Fred Harding received an injury to
power, experienced workmen and low prtoes
combine to make this department of oar busi- his side and back by a fall Saturday.
ness complete and popular.
Arthur Cole, whose arm was amputated recently at the Maine General
Coming Event·.
Hospital, basso far recovered as to sit up
and wear his clothes.
Hubert Hutchinson of New Haven,
Nov. *V—Thanksgiving.
l)ec. j.—Anaual
meeting Oxford Pomona Conu., was a guest at Mary I. Mellen's
Paris.
South
Grange,
over Sunday.
Mrs. J. C. Cummings is the guest of
NKW ADVERTISEMENTS.
friends at Canton.
to
Miss Persis X. Andrews
goes
How to Keep Warm.
Waldoboro this week.
Onelta Γη Ion Suits.
Baskets.
Work
of
home
Stock
Our Holiday
Miss Helen Cole is expected
Teamers* Coats.
from Guildhall, Vermont, for ThanksLadles' Specialty Store.
New Century #2 30.
giving.
Boar for Service.
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker of ArlingFor Sale.
ton, Mass., will preach at the UniversalYou See the Difference.
ist church next Sunday at the usual
fine Residence for Sale.
Probate Notices.
hour of service, 10:45 A. m. All those
3 Notices of Appointment.
who enjoyed hie sernow in the place
mons so well during the past summer
Thanksgiving.
will be glad of the opportunity to hear
THE PRESIDENT'S PROCLAMATION.
When nearly three centuries ago the first set
tiers came to the country which has now become
this great republic, they fronted not only hardship an 1 prlvatlou, but terrible risk to their
In those grim rears the custom grew of
live·*
In each year for a special
setting apart one
to The Almighty for pre
service of
servtug the people through the chancing seasons.
The custom oas now become national and allowWe live In easier and
ed by immemorial usage.
more plentiful times than our forefathers, the
men who with rugged strength faced the rugged
tbe dangers to national life are
days, and yet now
as at any previous time In our
as great
history. It Is eminently dt'tlng that once a year
our people should set apart a day for praise and
thanksglvlDg to the Giver of Good, and, at the
same time, th*t they express their thankfulness
for the abundant mercies received, ?h>uld manfully acknowledge their shortcomings and pledge
themselves solemnly and in good faith to strive
to overcome them.
During the past year we
Our
have been blessed with bountiful croos.
No other
business prosperity h ts bee» great.
a level of maon
as
stood
has
ever
high
people
terial well being as ours now stands. We are not
threatened by foes from without. The foes from
whom we should pray to be deliver· d are our
own passion», appetites and follies, and against
these th« re is always nee·I that we should wsr.
Therefore 1 now set apart Thursday, the 3»>th
day of this November, aa a day of thanksgiving for
tbe past and of prayer tor the future and on that
day 1 ask that throughout the land the people
gather In their homes and places of worship,
ana In rendering thanks unto the Most High for
the manifold blessings of the na.-t year, consecrate themselves to a life of cleanliness, honor
and wisdom, so that this nation may do Its allotted work on the earth In a manner worthy of
those who founded It and of those who preserved it.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand and caused the seal of the I'nlted States to
be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington this second
day of November In the year of Our Lord, one
thousand nine hundred and five, and of the Independence of the United States the one hundred
and thirtieth.

day
thanksgiving

quite

SEAL.
iSUned) THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
By the President.
EL1HU ROOT.
Secretary of State.

GOVERNOR'S proclamation.
The President of the United States has deslgnated Thursdav, November 3Uth, as a day for
public thanksgiving and prayer. This custom
originated in New England and has always been
observed by the people of this State Therefore,
I, William T. Cobli, Governor of the State of
Maine, do hereby appoint Thursday, November
thirtieth. Instant, Thanksgiving Day, and ask all
those whose home* are nere, to recognize the
true spliit of the custom, and mindful of their
obligations to the needy, to manifest their grateful ackuowledgement of the blc^sln^s of liberty,
and nubile prosperity, which, under God,
ve been ueslowrd upon us all.
GIVEN at the Executive Chamber at Augusta,
this ninth day of November, In the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and live and
of the Independence of the United States of
America the one hundred and thirtieth.
W T.COBB.
By the Governor, with the advice and consent of
the Council.
BY RON BOY D, Secretary of State.
THE

Cace

Here and There.
The secretary of the Y. M. C. A. in
New York does not believe in sandwiching courtship with religion, and advocates separate churches for the two
"No man can hold a hymn book
sexes.
with a charming young woman and pay
attention to what the miuister is saying," he says. But if a man couldn't
enjoy religion under those circumstances, when could he?

Congress

will

next Monday,
when the president's message will be
read. Reviews of the message are already beginning to be published by the
meet

real enterprising papers.

Chauncey M. Depew seems to have
been a star witness before the insurance
committee. No one ever succeeded in
answering questions and at the same
time conveyiug no information, so well
as he did.
The board of consulting engineers on
the Panama canal, a majority of them
not Americans, votes in favor of a sea
level canal. The foreigners, having no
direct interest in the cost of the canal,
and perhaps not being infected with the
American bacillus of rush, prefer the
undisputed advantages of a canal at sea
level. But the American engineers and
the members of the commission take a
different view of it. For one thing, they
say there is a granite ledge lying at a
depth of forty feet for a distance of
twelve miles. After the earth is removed from the ledge, not less than sixteen years will be required to remove
this rock. That added sixteen years,
not to mention the large additional cost,
looks large to American eyes. It is
probable that, in spite of the recommendations of the consulting engineers,
At any rate,
a lock canal will be built.
the problem of what kind of a canal
looks nearer a solution now than it ever

has before.

County Attorney Eaton of CumberCounty has begun proceedings to
recover bail defaulted by liquor dealers
land

appear at the term of
Court to which they were
It
seems that it has been
bound over.
more or less the
practice for liquor
dealers thus to leave town before the
term of court opened, and return after
the term wan over, when they would
renew their bail.
They had legally defaulted their bail, of course, but wonld
be allowed to renew it. The next term
the same performance would be gone
tbrough with, and so on until the
respondents could make some arrangement for a sentence without any jail in
it, or, more often, the case died of old
this
age. The dispatch announcing
move of Col. Eaton'· says that he "has
a big fight on his hands."
Why he
should have such a big fight in enforcing
the plain provisions of the law might
seem a little strange to one who was not
acquainted with the deviousness of law
enforcement. If the law which allows
an accused person to be released on bail
is good for anything, it ought to be
good to secure either his attendance at
court or the penalty for non-appearance
in the form of the amount of his bail
bond. 'Way out here in the country,
where the liquor law has always been
regarded as one of the statutes, to be
enforced like other statute·, we have to
learn about some of fhest> dodges before
we fully understand them.
who did

Superior

ists, will begin

less than murder.

The Biddeford Journal thinks it should
be simple "Oldtown" and not "Old
Town." Well, it ie, as far m the authority of the United States government

β

F. R.

has
is

bought
having

A. W.
water

Peru.
Mason.
Rockemeka Sewing Circle met with
Miss Lizzie Gardner of Montreal is
Mrs. Thomas Farrar. They made Mr. visiting her aunt, Mrs. Edward Uhlman.
P. G. Barrett a pair of shirts.
Kivin Hutchinson is bo as to be out
The young folks gave Miss Ethel again.
Nov.
IS.
a
Robinson
They
surprise party
Rachel Westleigh is gaining a little.
all went away with their hearts full of
Preecott Bennett's little girl is some
fun.
better at this writing.
The Peru High School closed last Friat Jack
The measles are

day.

Mrs. M. V. Hall is on the sick list.
Mr. A. B. Walker is just about the

same.

East Bethel.
Indian

summer sure.

Good wheeling again.

Mrs. May Darling is staying at F. J.
Russell's for a few weeks.
Mr. R. J. Virgin was in this place last
Mr. Z. W. Birtlett visited Bath last
week in the interest of his lumbering
business.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Blake and son
Chester of Maiden, Mass., visited his
father, Mr. Galen Blake, the past week.

North Stoneluun.

School

Monday

in this district commenced
with Jessie Day of Bridgton as

teacher.
Ina Hilton is at home from South
Paris. She is helping her mother, Mrs.
Wm. Gammon, who is in poor health.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. McKeen went to
Lovell Thursday to visit her sister, Mrs.
Bertha Keniston.
Hartford McAllister and Sam Ring
from Bridgton were at L. J. Gammon's
last week hunting. They got one deer.

East Hebron.
The snow is rapidly leaving and all
hope for no more snow for several weeks
to come.

The Bucktield farmers have hauled
in large quantitiee the past two
weeks to Hebron Station and some haul-

apples

ed pressed bay a few days after finishing
their apple hauling.
Miss Clara Merrill gains very slowly.
Mrs. R. G. Beals is gaining a very
little.
Miss Fannie Merrill of Turner recently
passed a day with her cousin, H. N.

Merrill, and

ner

cousin, Mrs. L. R. Hods-

don.
Miss Leala Davis of Turner passed the
last of last week with her uncle, N. A.
Record, and her aunt, Mertie Moschides,
and went from this place to Lynn to
visit relatives, as she has a vacation is
her school for a short time.
Benson Phillips recently passed a week
at home' that his father could Tisit the
mountain and bring home deer meat for
_

WMt Paris.

Ethel Graoe Holden, only child of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry B. Holden, whose death
was noted in last week's items, was born
June 20,1894. Being in frail health she
could not rally from her serions illness.
The funeral was held at the Methodist
church Monday of last week at one
o'clock, attended by Rev. D. F. Nelson.
Ethel has attended the Sunday schools
in the place and quite a large number of

her class and schoolmates were at the
service and seated in a body, the oburch

being filled with sympathising neigh-

bors and friends. The white casket was
wreathed in a profusion of smilax, white

ribbon and pink roses given by the Uni·
versalist Sunday School.' The little
form was dressed in purest white and
surrounded by trailing vines of smilax,
and white and pink flowers obtained by
the bereaved parents. A large cluster of
beautiful chrysanthemums was brought
by Mrs. Holden's parents and a number
of bouquets of pinks were sent by
friends and given by the school teachers,
one cluster of twelve pink and white

j.
Treas —C. H. Lane.
Sec·—L. Β. Swan.
S. D.—Clarence E. Stearns.
J. D —John E. Brock.
Chaplain—Will Ο Bryant.
Marshall—J. L. Marshall.
g. s.—W. W. Gardner.
J. S.—Millard Emmons.
L. Bacon.

Tyler—A.

The installation odes were sung by a
quartette consisting of Mr. Irish, tenor;
Mrs. Bates, soprano; Mrs. Irish, alto;
Mr. Loveland, bass; with Miss Lane at
the piano. During the
evening two
piano duets were played by Miss Lane
and Mrs. Wardwell, a song was sung by
Alice Barden and a trombone solo given
by Mr. Irish. After the installation
interesting speeches were made by Mr.
Forbes, Mr. Ryder, Mr. Adams, Mr.
Fickett and several others. Among the
out of town Masons present were Mr. C.
H. Adams of Norway, Ν. I. Swan of
Bryant's Pond, Mr. Barker of Bethel
Lodge, who is working for the Paris
Co., and Dr. Mareton and Mr. Geo.
Pulsifer of Sumner, also A. M. Andrews
of South Woodstock, who is a member
of Jefferson Lodge at Bryant's Pond.
A bountiful banquet was served in Odd
Fellows1 Hall, after which quite a large
part of the company returned to the
lodge room and enjoyed a social hour of
music, etc. The piano which has just
been put in the hall has been purchased
by Granite Chapter, Ο. E. S., and will
be a great addition to the work. The
Eastern Star here have been prospering
the past year, and have added quite a
number to their membership. Granite
Lodge are to be congratulated upon the
pleasant and improved appearance of
their lodge room and the general prosperity of their order.
Alice Dunham is visiting her father in
Lynn, Mass.
Lewis Rowe at Trap Corner is very
sick with slow bilious fever.
C. S. Bacon is slowly improving in
health, but has closed his shop for the
winter, intending to open it again in the
spring. When Mr. Bacon is able be expects to drive his vegetable wagon and
take orders as formerly.
Several deer have been shot by those
in this locality, but none have been seen
very near so far as known.
Mrs. D. C. Churchill is at North Paris
working at W. W. Dunham's, Mrs. Dunham being dangerously ill with the
measles.
Nora A.' Dunham of South Paris is
visiting her cousin, Alice Barden, for a
few days.
Mrs. Elva E. Locke entertained her
Sunday school class at her home Thursday evening of last week and a most
pleasant time was enjoyed by the fifteen
members who could be present.
Hiram.
Mrs. Araxine Robinson, wife of Nicholas Kobinson, died in Portland aged 64
years. She leaves a husband, one son,
one daughter and one sister, Mrs. Nathan
Treadwell of Naples. She waa a daughter of John and Sarah Durgin of Hiram,
aud was the youngest of a family of
thirteen children, of whom all but one
have passed over the mystic river in full
hope of a reunion on the other shore,
where all are well.
Mr. Daniel P. Durgin of Hiram went
to Portland last week to attend the
funeral of his aunt, Mrs. Âraxine Robin-

son.

Mrs. Almyra B. Chadbourne, wife of
Alonzo Chadbourne, died in Worcester,
Mass., Nov. 8, aged 72 years. She leaves
a husband and one daughter, Mrs. Henry
Deane of Worcester, four brothers and
four sisters. She was the eldest daughter of William Π. and Lavina (Wakefield) Lane of Brownfleld. She was a
great-granddaughter of Capt. John
and Elizabeth (Hancock) Lane. He was
the fourth settler of Hiram, and was an
officer in the old Continental war and
also in the war of the Revolution. Mrs.
Chadbourne was a faithful Christian
woman, and will be much missed by a
large circle of relatives and friends.
Miss Sarah C. Kemp of White Rock
closed a very successful term of school
in the Durgin District in South Hiram
Miss Kemp is a teacher
on Nov. 17th.
of experience and ability, and will teach
the winter term of school in that district.
Warren A. Bailey, a boy thirteen years
of age, on the morning of Nov. 20th,
drove four oxen from bis home in Hiram
to Brownileld station, a distance of ten
miles, and helped W. B. Dacey load
them on the car.
A quiet wedding took place on Wednesday, Oct. 4, at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Nelson Willey of North Conway,
Ν. H., when their daughter, Miss Bertha
Edna Willey, was united in marriage to
Mr. Melvin L. Huntress of Hiram. The

Not. 20 Mr. Pushard opened tbe new
itore with a fine afcoek of medisine· and drugs and bring· to hi· work
the beet of recommendation·.
Tuesday, the W. C. T. U. met with
Mrs. Chandler. The Union in recognition of the esteem in which it held Miss
Dow and in appreciation of her earnest
ind antiring efforts for the basic principles of the organisation, held a memorial

irug

visiting

ONEITA UNION SUITS

Laaghlav JaekkM.

The kookaburra, or, as it Is generally
railed, "the laughing Jackass," is comIts. presence is Thii is the beet
Tbe Poland Paper Company of Me- mon In Australia, where
chanic Falla it taxing the last bnilding fostered and beloved by the population
with one exception, which was pur- of the Island continent The ringing
chased of the DennUon Paper Manu- laugh of the feathered comedian I$
facturing Company in the spring of 1887. welcome music to antipodeans. and its
Tbe bnilding left standing is the brick
th· melanpresence in the depths of
bnilding known as tbe calendar mill. choly Australian bush le as a high light
There was at the purchase, six separate
Is

mills and since that time they have been
Thursday, the Ladies' Club spent the merged into one large paper manufactory.
sfternoon at the home of Mrs. A. M.
The
joke of the season seems
Clark, making final plans for tbe Christ- to be bunting
on tbe old hunters of Franklin,
mas sale and supper to be held Dec. 7.
who having seen moose signs in the
Thursday evening, a pleasant and
À
a moose bunt.
social party met at Prospect Hotel for vioinity, organized
boy of fifteen years joined the party un*n evening of Plinch.
too
and thinking he was
young
It is with regret the friends of Mr. A. invited,
to hunt man's game, the men sent him
W. Graver will bear of his continued ill
went
off
back. Tbe boy
banting on bis
health. The trip to Denver to attend
own hook, and had't gone more than 500
the G. A. R. encampment did not result
when he met a big
rods from the
m bis friends bad anticipated.
nine shots into him, and
Mr. N. R. 8pringer, of tbe firm of Mer- moose, pumped
downed him.
rill & Springer, at West Bethel, has got
moved into his fine residence he has just
A freight train broke apart on the
completed on Main Street. The house Maine Central near Freeport Monday
of
is
one
is sunny and commodious and
afternoon, and a special freight followthe finest residences in Bethel and Mr.
crashed into tne rear section
service.

party

ing

just

in the caboose bad got
out to see what the trouble was, and before a flagman could be eenfc back. Tbe

after the

crew

engine and several cars rolled down an
embankment. The engineer and fireman

and tbe engineer escaped without serious injury, but the fireman struck
bard ground and was badly shaken up.

jumped,

Governor Cobb has

the fol-

appointed

weeks.

The following program

was

Now begins the season
Of tbe mailman's discontent.
Of his haste to take the job, no doubt,
He'll many tiroes repent.
"
"Your job's a 'imp' the farmers say

When the summer breezes blow.
It's a "cold snap" for the mailman
When It's forty degrees below.
He faces blizzards, gets stack In drifts,
And struggles with frozen lock'.
But the greatest trial of a carrier's life
Is the pennies In the box.

W ben lt snows and blows the carrier's hands
With tbe cold get stiff and numb.
Then It's quite a trick to pick up a cent,
With a frozen linger and thumb.
And sometimes to express his feelings
New "cuss words" he'll Invent.
As he sifts the snow In a patron's box
In search of a missing cent.
It gives his mouth that"dark brown" taste,
It whitens bis scanty locks,
This everlasting squabble
With tbe

rendered:

Girls' ChorusSelection
Recitation, Tbe Legend of Bregeni,
Fiizmaurlcc Vail.
Male Quartet
Selection
House That Jack Built.

Recitation, Toussaint L'Ouverture,
Selection,
farce, "Trying it on Beldon."
Cast of Characters :

Mr. Beldon
Oliver Beldon,

Jack Phelps,

Dr. Knowftail
Dr. Fussy
Dr. Smoothlnfrton
Dr. Merrybone
Mrs. Maria Beldon.,
Aunt Sophronla
Jessie Beldon,

John Carter.
Male Quartet.

Holmes.
Harold Young.
George King.

Ernest

Charles Forbes.
Elton Keene
Fltzmaurlce Vail.
Frank Robertson.
Mabel Gleason.
Verna Klleore.
Susan King
Jeanette Brett.

Cllly

Dickvale.

Geo. S. Smith has the cream to collect
here for the coming year.
Ethel Robinson is teaching here as
substitute.
Several from here will visit Dixfield
Grange next Saturday.
^

Maine News Notes.
In the burning of a stable at Sprague's
Mills Monday six horses were lost and
Thomas Blaney was seriously and perhaps fatally burned.

Mea la Petticoat·.
One of the medical papers has beea
iiscuselng the Connemara custom of
dressing grown up boys In petticoats
sud does not seem to be aware that it

is merely a survival of what was once
the general practice in Ireland. Half
a century ago young men of nineteen
might be seen—and were seen—within
thirty miles of Dublin courting in petThese
ticoats In tbe couutry lanes.
were worn with high waists and long
skirts reaching almost to the ankles,
and η Ilollaud overall resembling an
English countryman's smock completed
the costume, but there was no dilliculty
in distinguishing the sexes by their
dress. The man's waist was right under his armpits, while the woman's
When tbey
was in tbe usual place.
walked out together they resembled a
cuiij ile of figures from the Noah's ark
of the toy shop, a proof of the real

Because he was losing his sight and
bad a prospect of becoming entirely
blind, Fred Page, a carpenter 40 years of
water
age, drowned himself in shallow
at Bar Harbor Wednesday. He leavee a
wife.

If the proposed Maine Central bridge
built

of the costume.—London Tat-

ler.

age.

is

In the box.

Bkrt Hutchinson, B. r. D. carrier No. 1.
Buckfield, Me.

drowning of the season occurred Monday at Clark's Pond in
The
Pleasantdale, South Portland.
victim was Clarence Conley, 14 years of antiquity
The first thin-ice

pennies

It's thoughtlessness that causes
The mailman all this woe,
Kinder people than his patrons
Are not found here below.
"When the roll is called up yonder"
They will surely all be there.
Perhaps tbe mailman may squeak In,
If be'e good and doesn't swear.
If you want St. Peter to open The Gate,
When your rural carrier knocks,
Please buy stamps Instead of leaving
The pennies In the box.

over

the

Kennebec

between

Richmond and Bowdoinham, together
with the ten miles of track to Wiscasset,
the cost will be about three-quarters of
a million.
Albra Tetherly was brought before
Justice Aaron Cole at Kittery Wednesday on a charge of shooting bis brother
Fred, on Nov. 14. The prisoner was
discharged because of lack of evidence.
Fred Tetherly has recovered from the
injuries from which he was suffering
and he refused to appoar against his

brother.

At a special election on December 10,
the voters of Portland are to decide the
question of the annexation of South
Portland. By the enabling act of 1003
the legislature left it to the two cities.
South Portland voted on the question a
year ago last June and pronounced in
favor of annexation by more than two to
It now remains for the larger
one.
city to decide whether it wants to add

Porcelain.
China men have boon exporting their
porcelain to the west for at least a
thousand years and probably longer.
Mediaeval Europe could make nothing
Chine**

like porcelain and therefore regarded
It as a magical product endowed with
uncanny powers. It was said, for instance, that a porcelain cup would
break If poison were poured into it.
Travelers declared that porcelain was
composed of various substances, which,
after being tempered, were hidden in
the ground for agos before being fit for
Even ho erudite a man as Sir
use.
Thomas Browne, writing In the later
seventeenth century, was "not thor-

oughly resolved, concerning porcellane
or china diehes, that according to common belief they are made of earth."
The secret of the true Chinese porcelain was first discovered in Europe a
generation Inter by the Oermau chemist Bottgcr. the Inventor of what Is
now

known as Dresden china.
Reanon For

Anxiety.

when tho tower was built in 1807.
shingles are being taken off because
nearly a century of rains have worn
them so thin that in some places they
have worn through. The work of removing them was begun Wednesday and
hundreds of them have since been carried away as souvenirs. They are made

on

The

to more strenuous efforts, and as the
flames leaped higher her grief became
violent.
'•What's wrong, missus?" said a sympathetic bystander. "Don't you upset
yourself. There ain't no one In there.
Whut's the row?"

"Row!" exclaimed the lady through
her tears. "There ain't no row at all

at present, but there will be If they
don't get that fire out soon. My old
man's Sunday suit is up that spout, and
he don't know It!"—London Answers.
Rhyme.
about sixty words In English that have no rhyme. As given in
"The Rhymers' Lexicon," by Andrew
Lang, they aro as follows: A itch, alb,
amongst, uvenge, bilge, bourn, breadth,
Word· Tlint Ilav· No

There

are

brusque, bulb,,coif, conch, culm, cusp,
depth, doth, eighth, fifth, film, forge,
forth, fugue, gulf, hemp, lounge,
mourned,
mauve,
month,
morgue,
mouth, ninth, oblige, of, peart, pint,

porch, pork, poulp, prestige,

puss, re-

cuinb, sauce, scarce, searf, sixth, spoilt,
swoln, sylph, tenth, torsk, twelfth, unplagued, volt, warmth, wasp, wharves,
width, with, wolf, wolves. A critic
adds that It Is not clear why Mr. Lang
places "mouth" In this list. It seems
to rhyme with "south."
The Meeqalto Plant.
In northern Nigeria there Is a tree,
called In scientific language Oclmuiu
viride, which mosquitoes cannot tolerate. Two or three plants kept In every

room and placed along the veranda are
enough to shut ont trespassing Insects.
A mosquito gently Inclosed In a leaf
of the plant will lose consciousness In

few seconds. The bruised leaf has a
scent not unlike that of wild thyme
and eucalyptus. The natives of northern Nigeria .prefer an Infusion of Its
leaves to quinine In malarial fever both
for themselves and their children.
a

Bncllihaa·.
A woman who was called upon to
write α paper at a suburban current
topic club on Victor Hugo went to the
Carnegie library erected there and collated her facts from a number of encyclopedias. When she had finished, having α quarter inch of space at the end
of her paper, she thought she would
add something original and wrote,
"Whatever we and succeeding generations may think of Victor Hugo, we
must agree on one thing—that he wrote
Hago

always

are

the best.

Orlffia of Llla·.
Both name and tree are of Persian
origin, but came to us through Turkey.

The

"bluish" (see Skeat)

name means

and Indicates the color of the flower.
Th« tree is said to have been brought
to Vienna by Busbecq lute In the sixteenth century. The first mention of
the name I have seen In English is in

>;ONE

LOT ladies' vests and pants, heavy
fine yarns, 4 to 9,
50c.

fleeced,

Large

is given as "llllacb or
lilncli" and is said to have been applied
by "Ihe later physitians" to Syringu
caerulea, or "blew pipe," by which ev-

Gerard, Avhere it

—Notes and

Oli)

An Odd

line of

popular priced.

FURS.
ONE LOT short fur neck pieces, soft
brown fur, six tails and chain fastener,

$2.98

ONE LOT furs with collarette and long
....
ends, cord,
$6.50
ONE LOT fur boas of Isabella fox, soft
fine fur, large bush and small tails,

good length,

line

Large

Queries.

$10.00

select from besides these.

to

Cuntom.

Citizens of tl»p old Devonshire town
of Iloiiiton, in England, are immune
from arrest until sunset one evening,
for while the horse fair Is In progress
the arm of the law Is powerless. This
is in continuation of a «plaint and picturesque ceremonial which has been

handed down from the time of Ilenry
When tlie hurse fair begins the
III.
town crier, in the gorgeous dress of a
beadle of the last century, appears carrying a pole, at the end of which is a
large gilt glove decked with flowers.
Having rung his handbell three times,

Norway, Maine,

TEA» COATS

the crier, in his three cornered hat. an
The fuir
nounced: "Oyez, oyez, oyez!
is begun; the glove is up; no man can
be arrested till the glove is down. God
Each sentence Is clio
suve the king."
ruse J by the children standing round
und at the conclusion they scramble fo:

We have

The glove is taken down at suu-

nuts.

to

set.

as

tastes, with

tiie

no

are

are

just

and comfortable this winter.

Well Made,

Very

the

coat

The

out-

Warm and Durable.

REGRET

WILL NOT

TRY ONE AND YOU

F. PLUMMER,

J.

IT.

Furnisher,

ME,
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS,

Telephone 106-3.

advantage either

of the other senses.
better memories, read
more rapidly, bear pain better, recover
better froui wounds and serious illness,
are less changed by old age und live
way in
Women

They

Prices $3 to $6.50.

unquestionably
perior in general tactile sensibility and
probably superior in the discrimination
of

warm

These Coats

su-

are

women

you

of them.

VAS, CORDUROY, or WOOLEN GOOD*, and are lined v/ith LAMB'S WOOL.
No Wind or Cold can go through Them.

laboratory tests go Dr. Ellis says

that

keep

large variety

a

side is of V\ !¥

Qunlltlrn t'nlik· In the Sexe·.
"A man is a man down to his t'nimbs
and a woman is a woman dowu to her
little toes," writes Dr. Havelick Ellis
in his nook ".Men and Women." There
is hardly a measurable quality of any
sort which is not unlike in the two
Women even button their gur
sexes.
ments on the other side from that chosen by men a:id choose Sunday Instead
of Monday as their favorite day for
making way with themselves. So far

case

have

longer.

The ItrcoMHluB of Xlamra Fall·.
Horseshoe full bus receded uio:-e than
2βυ feet within the memory of living
men und is now traveling toward Lake
Erie at the rate of fully .100 feet a
century. At present the crest of tills
fail, as Its name implies, lias the general outline of a horseshoe, and Its
length Is ubwut 3,000 feet, but if the
present rate of erosion continues the
lengb of the crest may reach 8,000 feet
or more within the next half millenniNow the Canadian end of the
um.
Horseshoe fall Is a few rods upstream
from the spot whence Table ro<-k has
fallen into the gorge, but the indications are that this end of the cataract
will gradually retire toward the I>ufferin Islands, leaving a bare cliff as
the apex cuts its way upstream —Alton

l>. Adams In Scientific American.

Comttnuml Intercut.
A banker was urging a young man
to put his money in a saving fund
where ho would get compound interest
on it, and in the course of his argument he used a telling fact.
"One cent." said he, "put out at compound interest at the beginning of the
Christian era would nmount to— IIow

large pawnbroker's shop was on much do
you suppose?"
fire, and the firemen were busy trying
"Oh," said the young man, "a hunattendant
with
the
to
conflagration spreading.
some more territory
prevent
dred dollars or so."
Among the large crowd of onlookers
responsibilities at the present time.
"Today," said the banker, "it would
who was evidently In
What are without doubt the oldest was one woman
amount to over $200.000. And at sim
now
an agony of excitement.
Every
removed
been
have
in
Portland
shingles
pie Interest what do you think It would
from the Observatory. These were put and again she would urge the firemen
total
A

qualities

great silent bush, which engenders
melancholy thought, comes the mirth
provoking outburst of this strange bird
like u ray of sunshine on a cloudy sky.

The Pennies In the Box.

Brown,

master of tbe grammar
school, is to be joined by bis wife here,
and they will live in Mr. S. Whitney's
house, as soon as Mrs. Brown closes her
present term of school.
Mr. A. F. Copeland has purchased
about three acres of land of Mr. Eben
Kilborn on
Chapman and Vernon
Streets. This contains several building
lots.
The students of Gould Academy had
a full house to listen to tbe entortainmant given in Odeon Hall Friday evening. The singing by the girls' chorus
and boys' quartet was worthy of much
praise. Tbe House That Jack Built
furnished much amusement. Mr. Carter gave his recitation in bis usual pleasing manner. The farce was immensely
entertaining and very much credit is due
Miss Foss under whose supervision the
entertainment was prepared, also the
pupils who did work worthy of praise.
Mr.

The

suit made.

fitting

indeed
on α somber picture. Great
the astonishment of visitors to Australia who for the first time hear the wonderful burst of laughter to which this
remarkable bird gives vent. Its laugh
is intensely human, and it *se«ms a remarkable act of Providence that the
little creature is to be found amid such
fitting environment. After hours and
hours of lonely journeylug through the

lowing delegates to tbe National Conference of Immigration, to be held under
the auspices of tbe National Civic Feder- idently Gerard means the lilac.
"These trees," he says, "grow not
ation, at New York City, Dec. β, 7 and
Editor Bowler has been in Toronto
8: Edwin Riley of Livermore Falls, wild in England, but I have seen them
Trunk Robert McArthur of Biddeford, Hayconsultation with the Grand
growing in my garden in great plenty."
officials in regard to excursions and this ward Pierce of Frankfort, Jasper WyThere are, aè is well known, different
enters
Bowler
of
If
Mr.
Dunnack
time it is Mexico.
man of Milbridge, Henry E.
some white, some different
into a contract, his success in the past Augusta, F. H. Wheet of Rumford Falls, varieties,
will warrant a good party in the new E. S. Clark of Bar Harbor, Chas. L. Fox shades of purple.
venture.
of Portland, D. N. Beach of Bangor, and The lilac, says some punster slyly,
Is named from smelling like a li-ly!
Schools closed Friday in town and the Geo. E. Walker of Millinocket.
He must have thought us wondrous silly—
academy also closed for a recess of two
We know the sound of 1 In Illy.

of shaved pine and are nailed on with
hand made nails.
the
Rev.
was performed by
F. I. Bean and daughter Marion visit- ceremony
Methodist
Charles Banghart of the
ed at Frank Bean's in Albany Sunday.
SON LOST MOTHER.
church, in the presence of a number of
Alton Merrill and wife have moved relatives and friends. The
our family,
runs in
was
"Consumption
parlor
Mr.
house.
into John
Westleigh's
decorated with an abun- and through it I lost my mother," writes
Merrill is going to work for John this very prettily
dance of flowers. The bride wore white Ε. B. Reid, of Harmony. "For the past
winter.
silk and carried a bouquet of white five years, however, on the slightest sign
Mrs. Lura Merrill has been working
asters. Mr. and Mrs. Huntress took the of a Cough or Cold, I have taken Dr.
at Edwin Rolfe's in North Albany foi
afternoon train for Boston. They have King's New Discovery for Consumption,
the past week, Mrs. Edwin Rolfe being
the best wishes and hearty congratula- which has saved roe from serious lung
quite sick.
trouble." His mother's death was a sad
tions of many friends.
loss for Mr. Reid, but he learned that
West Buckfield.
Denmark.
trouble must not be neglected, and
lung
A. S. Hall and wife returned from
The Denmark Telephone Company how to cure it Quickest relief and cure
their trip Tuesday.
has been incorporated and permission for coughs and oolds. Price 60o. and
Brothers' day at Mountain Grange the of the town
has been granted to set $1.00. Guaranteed at F. A. Shurtleff
18th inet
free.
etc., and about five and a half & Co.'β, druggists. Trial bottle
poles,
wife
and
B.
C.
Harlow,
daughters. miles of poles have been set up. At a
Marion and Hortense, of Woodstock,
James Hall of Milo, while on a huntmeeting held Tuesday evening, 21st, the
were guests at the homes of S. E. Briggs,
following officers were elected and shares ing trip at Huston pond, saw someIsaac Turner and Will Fogg last week.
sold to the amount of about $300.00:
thing swimming in the pond whioh he
Joseph Boulne of Portland was at
President— Edwin S. Head.
took to be ducks; thinking they would
and
Buck's
Thursday
Wednesday
Harry
Vice-President—Geo. W. Gray.
make a good meal be fired and killed
Treasurer—Carroll Wentworth.
nights of last week.
two.
Upon reaching the supposed
Clerk—M lynard M Wentworth.
Mrs. Bennie Taylor has been very
Directors—M. E. Wentworth, I. H. Berry, ducks Mr. Hall discovered that he bad
sick. Mr. Taylor has a new phonograph. Fred Sanborn.
shot a white otter, also a blaok one
Grange Circle meets with Mrs. Abby
Mr. Fred Sanborn has moved all his with a white ring around its neck.
Harlow Dec. 0th.
is
old
mill
and
It
machinery from the
Owing to the roughness of the water
reported that the mill will be torn down, Mr. Hall loet the black otter but sucHebron.
thus removing one of the old landmarks ceeded in getting the white one, which,
Mrs. Ira Bearce visited friends In Au- of this town.
being very rare, makes his prize a valuthe
football
burn last week and attended
Mr. Leon H. Ingalls is away buying able one.
Merrill
Miss
Kate
game at Brunswick.
fur for market.
and Miss Alice Bearce also attended the
It is reported that Mr. Chu. Mclntire
A DISASTROUS CALAMITY.
game.
has purchased the Tarbox place and
It
is a disastrous calamity, when you
Lewieton
went
to
Sturtevant
Mise Etta
will soon move from hi· farm to that
lose your health, because indigestion and
to work Saturday.
house.
constipation have sapped it away.
Mrs. S. P. Cushman and Μη. H. A.
North Buckfleld.
Prompt relief can be had In Dr. King's
Cushman returned from Auburn Monday
diMrs. Melissa Cressey and Mrs. Martha New Life Pills. They build up your
where they have been visiting relatives.
dizA few of the young lady students gave Record went to Salem, Mass., Tuesday gestive organs, and care headache,
Guaranetc.
ziness, colic, oonstipation,
a banquet to the victorious football team to spend the winter.
Miss Dioie Stnrtevant has been visit- teed at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'s drug
Monday evening.
store; 25 oents.
Henry Bearce was home from Orono ing at B. F. Heald's,
Wilbur Warren la spending a few daya
a short time this week.
with Frankie Bisbee in Canton.
Iola Reed Is living at the Alfred jail
North Parts.
Mountain Grange held a Terr success- and will remain there for the present.
Nov. 18th, it being brothers' She isn't a prisoner, being just the guest
Apple packers have been .through ful meeting
Iola's
here and have got the lots all packed bot day. All present pronounced the dinner of the jailer. It would have saved
very fine, especially "David's" oyster mother lota of worry had the child gone
two.
there to live a long time ago.
Β. K. Dow killed a spring pig that stew.
pound·. Who Josephine Monk, Llia Fletcher and
tipped the scales at 340
Margaret Heald took in the Maine-Bow"I THANK THE LORD!"
has a larger one to beat this?
John Butterfield has sold his oxen to doin football game at Brunswick.
Plant of Little Rook, Ark.,
Mrs. Harry cried Hannah
is
Elva
Stetson
visiting
of
Paris.
Mr. Daniels
"for the relief I got from Bucklen's
a few days.
latter
for
Pu
to
steers
of
a
sold
E.
Curtis
Wm.
pair
Arnica Salve. It oured m y fearful runElva Bonney haa been viaiting her
Francis A. Littlehale.
else would
for a few daya. ning sores, whioh nothing
Ernest Mason has been away on a sister, Elisabeth Bonney,
and from which I had suffered for
Clara Merrill spent last week with her heal,
visit to Bethel for a few days.
healer for
is
marvelous
It
a
Ave years."
Wm. I. Curtis and wife visited friends sister, Mrs. Jack.
cnta, bora· and wounds. Guaranteed at
ChurchHoward
and
Stnrtevant
Merle
at Paris Hill reeentlj.
V. A. Shurtleff * Co.'· drag store; 85
spent Sunday with oeota.
R. B. Never· is hauling apple· for J. Ill of U. of M.
I
'
1»
the
friends
plan·.
a. Crawford.
McKenzie's.

Th·

About the State.

works installed.
Wilson Conant's helper in his barber
shop the past season, Walter Bicker, has
gone to his home in Sabattus.
Chas. Buck has moved to his father's
place in West Buckfield.
in memory of her age being from
Ernest Damon, after buying F. A. ones
the
Sunday School. A wreath
Taylor's place, has bought a wood lot of of Baptist
chrysanthemums, some other flowers
Alfred Cole, and other land of Larkin
Springer and family will be warmly
and plants were brought by neighbors.
Farrar.
was the welcomed to our village.
week
of
last
event
social
The
R.
Miss Sadie Thorn has taken rent of
Mr. L. E. Clay of Paris, agent for the
held on Wednesday
C. Tbomes. We learn that she is to special meeting
F. and A. Ν. E. Homestead, was in Bethel Friday
Granite
Lodge,
by
evening
teach the winter term at Bedding.
their hall for the purpose of in- in the interest of his paper.
Thomas Becord and Mont Bennett M., at
Mr. William L. Graver of Harrison,
their newly elected officers.
stalling
deer
Thursday, firing
bombarded a
invited guests were for many years a resident of Bethel, has
Over
seventy-five
him.
lost
but
at
him,
several shots
been the guest of his sister, Mrs. Ceylon
present who much enjoyed the courtesy
extended to them. The officers, who Rowe.
Prof. W. R. Chapman is ill at his
The Hon. George Pottle of Lewiston, were installed in an impressive manner
Bethel home and hie friends regret his
one of the board of state assessors, and by D. D. G. Μ., A. E. Forbes of South
convalesence is not as rapid as it was exhis wife, visited recently his brother, Paris, were as follows:
pected when he returned from the
W. M.—Chester H. Lane, Jr.
the Bev. A. W. Pottle. Mr. Pottle is
S. W.—Cb tries F. B&rden.
hospital.
now on his thirteenth year as one of the
W.—Will E. Pratt.
in

village.

make it so, bnt the people of the
town still persist in maintaining the
a change.
original two word·. Perhaps when they
School in Sast Hebron has two weeks'
so as to use the government form, the
a fine time last Satieford Journal will be so far convert- vacation. They had
ed to its own principles a· to give as urday with recitations, declamations,
songs, olosittf with η trsst
local mws froa "Oldorehard."
can

goods.
Dyer, Esq.,
Libby's stand and

mas

state assessors.
The ladies of the Methodist society
him again.
served a dinner at their chapel last WedA sociable under the auspices of the nesday which was liberally patronized
will be
Uni versai ist Sunday School
by the people of the village and vicinity.
given at Academy nail next Friday A good dinner at ten cents a plate is a
will
be
served, drawing card in this fair town, and
evening. Refreshments
and it is hoped the evening will be made demonstrated
that when all other
exinvitatioa-is
eujoyable. A general
appeals fail, an appeal to the stomach
School
the
of
tended. Members
Sunday
will bring them in good numbers to the
will be admitted free. For others ad- sanctuary.
cents.
ten
will
be
mission
At the week evening prayer meeting
Through Mr. Charles W. Allen of the at the Methodist church Thursday evenfirm of F. O. Bailey A Co., of Portland, ing seven persons led in vocal prayer,
Benjie Doe has secured a good position and all present took some part in the
with that firm and will go to Portland to
meeting. A good and encouraging
begin his new duties in a week or two.
interest was manifest.
In addition to the tribute given to
Miss Flora Whitman of West Buckfield
Mrs. Lucretia Mellen last week, her has attended the fall term of the village
friends will remember her patient burhigh school, and boarded at the Methden bearing through many years, when odist parsonage. Miss Whitman is well
at the head of a large family whose de- advanced in her studies and is an excelmands were varied, and at the time lent scholar, taking good rank in her
of almost overwhelming sorrow she bore class.
her loss with a quiet submission worthy
Mrs. Lyman Waterman and her four
of commendation. When in health she children paid a visit last Tuesday at the
was ever ready to meet those about her Methodist
parsonage, spending the day.
with a cheerful greeting and genial face.
Mr. Fred Warren and wife visited
returned Friday.
and
Lewiston
Wilson's Mills.
During the past week water bas been
W. N. Hart and C. T. Fox wore at
piped into the homes of Daniel Murch,
Bethel recently to a lodge meeting of Miss Mary Ann Bacon and Mr. Emery.
the Masons.
Report a very pleasant The water is of excellent quality and
time.
untimately will find its way into most of
The school here taught by H. A. Heald the homes of the
He got a fine buck Saturhas closed.
Mr. George B. Holland after a proday, and has returned to his home in tracted iilness died Friday night. He
Portland.
was out on the street a day or two beAzel Wilson is at work for E. S. Ben- fore.
woods.
nett in the
Greenwood.
Ezra Harriman was in town Saturday
as representative of Philip Ayer, looking
That big fall of snow has mostly
after the timber interests of Dartmouth worked off and the cattle are out again
College Grant. Mr. Ayer had sprained and getting a part of their living. In
bis ankle severely up the Diamond.
fact the temperature was up to 42 this
morning before sunrise, and
Thursday
East Sumner.
we may have a day or two of
possibly
Mrs. Etta Glover of Canton was visit- Indian summer yet; who knows? No
ing friends in the vicinity last week.
use to talk about impossibilities nowMrs. Addie and Harold Keene went to
adays.
Lewiston last week via Auburn-Turner
The telephone wire was all up Monday,
electrics. The new line is well patroniz- a line of between four and five miles, and
ed and gives good service.
conversation has already gone over it;
Asa Robinson and son, Wilson Bonney the connection at each end being comand others have returned from a huntplete, although none of the instruments
ing trip and all were successful in secur- are put in, simply because they have not
ing fine deer of which five were seen at arrived. Alton Bacon of Bryant's Pond
the station at one time.
bossed the putting on of the wire, and a
Winnie Heald and party have been in better man for that
purpose could not
camp four weeks at Four Ponds and have have been employed; he knows his busibeen very successful. Deer are said to ness to perfection.
be very plentiful. L. B. Heald secured
The widow Frank Verrill, whose husone at his trip to Four Ponds, and in band
recently met with such a fatal
of
the
with
fact all come back
trophies
accident, has gone to live with her
hunt.
daughter, Mrs. Oscar Peabody, on Patch
Mountain. Mrs. Verrill and her husOxford.
band were living alone at the time of
The T. Λ. Roberts Relief Corps was in- his death, on a farm which belongs to
spected Saturday, Nov. 18, by Miss Maud her. It is now vacated and will probMerrick of Waterville, department in- ably be sold.
timer uoie was lue ncxi lucny man 10
spector.
Presiding Elder, Rev. Charles Parsons, take down a buck deer. lie bad a pair
of Portland, held quarterly meeting here of horns containing 10 points, although
not a very large animal, the dressed
Sunday, Nov. 19th.
Two men from Massachusetts were weight being about 100 pounds.
fined thirty dollars for going out hunting
Alon Cole has moved in with Herbert
without a license.
King for whom he expects to work the
The Kuights of Pythias had an oyster coming winter cutting timber. Mr. Cole
Visitors says he has had fairly good success hunt,
supper Wednesday evening.
from Paris, Norway, and Mechanic Falls ing and trapping thus far, and will rew«»re preseut, and supper was served to
port the amount when the season closes.
120.
Here is a statement made by one of
Mrs. Hattie Parris Andrews of Somers- our papers recently. "Strenuous efforts
wortb, N. il., who is visiting her sister, are being made in Paris to simplify the
Mrs. Eaton, is quite sick.
orthography of the French language."
We have been hoping for the last fifty
East Brownfleld.
years that some such efforts would be
a
The Congregational Circle gave
made here for the same purpose. Cerchicken pie supper last Weduesday night. tain it ie that nothing within the realms
The supper was followed by music and of literaturo needs rectifying so much as
an interesting talk on Japan by George
our orthography.
Haley, who has recently returned from
No, John, we don't think Mr. Tilton
that country.
intended to Hatter you in the least; he
Charles Stickuey was in town a few spoke our sentiments better than we
could. A little sparkling humor is what
days last weok.
Andrew Kennison of Chicago is visit- we need to keep away the blues. Our
ing his brother, George Kennison. He better half often asks if John has a letter
intends to locate here.
for us this week.
The weather is very mild at present.
Mrs. Dannie Bryant is on the sick list.
to
has
ti.
E.
A.
Mrs.
Stickney
gone
East Waterford.
the
winter.
for
Beverly, Mass.,
Mrs. llallie E. Smith has returned
George L. Stevens has moved for the
from a trip to Boston.
winter to South Waterford where he ie
Mrs. Florence Manstield has been ill engaged lumbering.
for the past week.
Mrs. Ellen Hilton and three youngest
Emma Lord is at L. R. Giles1.
children have moved to Lewiston.
Erwin Giles went to Bowdoin last
Mrs. Nancy Hilton is for the present
week to see his brother Ralph.
with her daughter, Mrs. Albert B. Bean.

not

The precedent of allowing bail in the
case of a person charged with murder,
which was done in the case of Mrs.
Cooper, has a prompt following. Mr*.
Barnes of Presque Isle was admitted to
$10,000 bail, which was promptly furnished. In this ease it wonld hardly seem
that the admission to bail can be explained on the theory that the actnal
crime was probably manslaughter. If
Mrs. Barnes is guilty at all, it Is hard to
aee how she can be guilty of anything

Bockfleld.
Thanksgiving is oomlng.
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Clement «re guests
of Mrs. Clement's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
C. M. Irish.
▲ well patronised dinner was furnished at the M. E. vestry Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harley F. Rawson returned from their bridal tour Thursday.
Two young men took a bath in Swan
Pond in Hartford Sunday. They were
helped out by other boys.
O. S. Waite has closed his labors as
hostler for A. F. Warren, and goes to
work fcr Irish Bros. Tommy Tanney
takes Waite'a place.
Alfred Cole, I. W. Shaw and Mrs.
Murch have been to market for Christ-

up?"

"About half that?"
"At simple iuterest It would reach

only $1.13."

Hater· at the Kquntor.
The plentiful murine growths, hotb
animal ami vegetable, of the warm
waters near the equator attach them-

selves to a ship's bottom in the course
of η few weeks, and the ship loses both
speed and dirigibility. When a British
ship on the West India station was
broken up a few years ago more than
eighty tons of barnacles were removed
from her bottom, while an American
fruiter of ouly 800 tons register had
thirty cart loads of barnacles scraped
from her bottom after a stay of but
eight months In the warm latitudes.
A Strange

Recipe For Aetlng.

Perhaps the most striking iustauce
of voluntary hallucination is that re-

corded by an intimate friend of the
actor Talma. Lauglois states that the
great tragedian told him that whenever he entered ou the stage he was
accustomed by force of will to make
bis brilliant audience disappear and to
substitute for them a house full of
skeletous.
The emotion which these
ghastly creatures of bis own imagination excited served, he declared, to
give additional force to hi* own Im-

Ladies'
At 35c. Each.

Collars
Ribbons

Top

Collars
Hose
Tins
Belts
Cuff and Collar Sets
Vests and Pants
Corset Covers
Side and Back Combs

Hairpins

Gloves
Hose Supporters

Specialty
At 50c. Each.

Collars
Gloves

Tame
Corsets

AproDs

Waists
Veste and Pants
Ilose Supporters
Hose

Baby Dresses
Baby Jackets
Baby Bonnets
Night Kobes

-

Store,

At 98c. Each.
Collars
Waists

Sweaters
Robes
Skirts
Corsets
Union Suits
Kimonos
Baby Dresses

Wrappers

Shirt Waist Suits
Wash Shawls
Baby Bonnets
Old Ladies' Hoods
Wide Lace Collars

Skirts
Union Suits
Belts
Corset Covers
of Coats. Furs,
These are a few of our bargains. We have a fine line
after Jan. 1.
and Waiets. Call and see us. Shall give no more red stamps

Shields

Baby
Baby
Baby

Dresses
Jackets
Bonnets

L.

Telephone

18-4

Skirts

M. LUNTT,
136 Main St., Norway

THANKSGIVING DAY

is the Time of Good Things to Eat.
You will find in Our Store

a

full line of Extra Good Eatables.

RAISINS, FIGS, DATES, CITRON, PRUNES, CRANBERRIES,

PURE SPICES, DRIED FRUITS,
SWEET POTATOES, TURNER
CHEESE, SAGE CHEESE, ETC.
"Wm. TELL FLOUR."
Call and See Us.

N.

Dayton

Bolster & Co.

«out:

CASTORIA For Infants and Châdren.
Tli Kind Yeu Hail Always Bwgbt
A Full Line of

RANGES !
WOOD STOVES !
OAK, FOR WOOD OR COAL !

personations.

The Bow aad Arrow.
The first mention of the bow and arrow is found in the Book of Genesis,
where it is written that Ishmael, the
son of Abraham, "dwelt In the wilderness and became an archer." "A bow
shot," too, is mentioned as a measure
of distance. In the sculptured slates
found at Khorsabad and Nineveh representations of archers frequently occur, and the bow seems to have been
a weapon In the Assyrian and Persian
armies.

-

i»r

We carry the St. Nicholas Coal

Stove.

—■#—

All kinds of Job Work done to
order.

aa an

good English."

Whot

taught the raven In a drought
to throw pebbles Into a hollow tree
where she espied water, that the water
might rise so as she might come to it?
Who taught the bee to sail through
Who

such a vast sea of air and to find the
way from a flower In a field to her
hive?
Who taught the ant to bite every
grain of corn she burled In her hill

lest It should take root and growl—

J. P. Richardson,
South Paris, Maine.
CASTORIAΛίΐήΛ-w*»
Hi IMYm Bin Ahmi Burtt

Jemocrat

Tht Φχίονά

Roy H. Curtis
Augusta for a brief

TRUNK

KAIL WAT.

I

Commencing Oc%>ber 1,1900,
TRAINS

LKAVK

SOUTH

horn·

Mies Margie Penley is at home
Farmington for the vacation.

SOUTH PABIS.
OKAMD

la at
visit

ΡΑΚΙ S

ι,olng down.eaet}—5:3β A. M., dallv; »:5U A. M.
dally.
tally except Sunday; Î .S5 r.
Ooto* up (we »)—»:3Θ A.M., (tally, 3:38 p. M.
p.
8:47
M...dally.
dally except Sunday;

from

Ernest Russell and wife of Hartford
were at Albert D. Park's on
Friday.
Thomas W. Still man of Peru, formerly
of this place, has been in town for a fen

I days.

The Hey wood Club of Norway met
with Mrs. Arthur U. Tyler, Wednesday,
the 22d.

SOUTH ΡΑΚΙ» POST OFFICE.
7 A) A. M. to Τ JO P. M.

ortice Hours:

onnKan.
Π ret Congregational Church, Rev. A. K. Bald
Preaching services, 10:45 a. M and
wId. Pastor
7 00 P. H.; Sunday School 12 M.; Y. P. 8. C. E.
at ΙΑΠ ; Church prayer meeting on Tuewlty
eveningat7 0o'clock. All, not otherwise coo
n··· t»-i. are cordially invited.
Mtthodlst Church. Kev 11. A Clifford. Factor.
On Sunday, morning prayer ni<y ting y 30 a. M. ;
School
preaching service Id 45 a. v.; Sabbath
1» M
Kpworth League Meeting β 15 p. M.:
eveul^g prayer mcetlug 7 DO p. *.; prayer meeting Tuesday evening, class meeting, Friday

David B.

Woodbury

visited hi· uncle,
a few

David Bemis, at Bryant's Pond

days

last week.

Mrs. Sarah J. Perley and Miss Fannie
S. Perley of Lebanon, Ν. II., are guests
of tbe family of Rev. J. H. Little.
Howard W. Sbaw and John T. Lindley
to Boston Friday night, and took
in the Harvard-Tale football game.
went

An all-day meeting of Paris Grange on
tiMlaf.
Kev. J. Wallacc Chesbro, Dec. 2.
Baptist Church
Degree work in the forenoon
service
10:45
A.
On
Pastor.
Sundav, preaching
and election of officers in the afternoon.
»$\ P.
saMmth School Η Κ.; Y. Ρ à. C. Ε
*
M
Prayer ni etlog 7 P. M- ; Turwluy evening
There will be a rehearsal of Mt. Pleasprayer 'service at 7 Λ>. Seats free. All are ant Rebekah
degree team Friday evening
welcome
Pastor
of this week and it is asked that all
I'nlversallet Church, Rev. J. H. Little,
Preaching service every Sunday at 10:45 a. ■. members who can be
present.
Evening service, 7
Sunday School at 12 M.
p. *.
The Congregational Normal Training
Class with an enrollment of sixteen,
STATED MKKTIMOS.
holds its second meeting, 4 o'clock FriRcrular
Κ % A. M.—Paris Lodge, No. 94.
day afternoon at the parsonage.
xec Ing Tuesday evening on or before full inoon.
!.>.·>. P.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meetMrs. I. F. Evans, who with her sister,
lng», Thursday evenlne of each week —Aurora
Kncampment. ilrst and third Monday evenings Mrs. Carrie Lane, of Upton, has been on
each
month.
of
a visit of about two weeks to her aunt in
l> of K.—Mount Pleasan·. Kebekah Lodge, Mo.
3". meets second and fourth Fridays of each Lebanon, N. IL, returned home Satur-

day.

oiontb In Oild Fellows' Hall.
li. A. K.-W. K. Kimball Post, So. 148, meets
tir-t and third Saturday evenings of each
month, In ti. A. R. Hall.
Wtn. K. Kimball Relief Corps meets flrst
and third Saturday evenings of each month. In
Keiltf Corps llall.
P. of H.—Paris Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
imets (lrst and third
Saturday; during the
remainder of the year, meets every Saturday, In
M range Hall.
U. O. U. C.—Second and fourth Mondays of
each month.
Ν. Ε. Ο. Ρ—Stony Brook Lodge, So. 181,
mcvts second and fourth Wednesday evenings
of each month.
K. of P.—Hamlin Lodge, So, 31, meets every
Frto«y evening at Pythian Hall.

Thanksgiving

William K. Kimball Circle, Ladies of
the G. A. K., will hold their annual
election of officers Saturday, Dec. 2, at
7:30 o'clock. It is hoped that as many
members as possible will be present.
The

of

the

Congregational I

society are kindly requested to take
notice of the change in date of their
annual fair. Instead of being held Dec.
tith and 7th it will occur Dec. 13th and |
14th.

CONCERNING

family recently
Penley's.
Briggs has been spendand

Mrs. Louise J.
ing the past week in Portland.

THE

THE RICH

WIDOW'S

NOBWÀY.
MITE

ANI

Bangor.

The annual meeting of the Riverside
Cemetery Association will be held on
at
Saturday, Dec. 2, 190:>, at 2:30 P.
the office of Wilson ά Gray. Lot owners
are earnestly requested to be present at
11· N. Boi.stkr, Sec.
that time.
In preparation for the winter freeze-up,
the process of tearing up the streets to
protect the water pipes has begun, and
occasional rifie pits are to be seen about
the village. The streets hail had several
weeks of rest from digging operations.
Mr. and Mrs. (ieorge H. Robertson
taken before the Norway Municipal
Court Friday on the charge of disturbance of the peace at their rooms in Masonic Block the night before. The hearing was continued till Tuesday of this
week.
wore

Mr. John A.

VIass., preached

Straight goods!

John.

Fryeburg Academy.

was

and

large and

pleasant whist party
given at Highland Cottage by Mr.
Mrs. Briggs and Miss Briggs Tuesvery

day evening. Eleven tables were filled.
Nice refreshments were served, and the
evening was much enjoyed by all
present.

Antonio Rusai, who was recently committed to jail in connection with the assault case in the Italian settlement at
Rum ford Falls, has been released on
bail. The bail in his case was fixed at
$200, which he was at the time unable to
secure, but last week bondsmen were

found.

Peter M. Holden, one of the bestknown of the older residents of Paris,
diet! at his home near High Street in the
upper part of the town, Tuesday morning at the age of 7;*> years. The funeral
Thursday afternoon was in charge of
Granite Lodge of Masous, of West Paris,
of which Mr. Holden was one of the
charter members.

at the

Chance Comment.
Thomas A. Edison says that New York
too noisy for him; he can't stand it.
\nd Edison is hard of hearing!
s

Cadets at a military college in Ontario
been ordered to wear moustaches.

nave

What penalty is to be visited on those
who fail to obey the order through lack
>f natural hirsute growth on the upper
ip, is not stated.
Those American residents of the Isle
Pines are very modest.
Having
>rganized a sort of provisional governnow
for
nent of their own, all they care
s an American governor and a repre■entative in Congress.

Cambridge,
Congregational
of

)f

.-hurch Suuday morning. His theme
Three
was "World-wide Evangelism."
word-pictures were drawn with effectiveBess; one, the place women hold in Constantinople and its mosque worship,
whore they are not recognized as even
having a soul; one of the religious conwhere no vital
litions of Austria,
knowledge of a living, loving Jesus
Christ is held but only a vague sense of
ι great judge who must be approached
through a patron saiut or the Virgin
Mary; and finally in contrast to these he
pictured the Christian church as a light
house dispelling the darkness and danger
>f heathenism and superstition, and supplying the civic and religious liberty of
The address
>ur own beloved America.
was entirely novel and bespoke a man of
christian consecration aud power.

Miss Margaret Baker, who, with her
sister. Miss Jennie Baker, has spent
about ten weeks in a trip to the Pacific
coast and a visit to relatives in Colorado
arrived home the first of last week and
is again at her post in the insurance
office.
A

Lansing

A recent interesting newspaper article
the shipment of white birch
from Maine says that "The yellow birch
s used in making hubs, but there are
lew hub mills in Maine, and the yellow
>irch is consequently almost a drug on
;he market and can be bad for almost
| lothing."
So people who buy yellow
; >irch for firewood have observed.
From
*5.00 to $8.00 per cord, according to
luality and locality.

■egarding

<

Judging from the oft-reiterated decla-ations of certain strenuously exact peo)le that "Indian summer always coraee
ι η November," we had supposed that the
I >eautiful weather of certain days of last
veek could properly be called Indian
But now comes an excessively
itimmer.
the Somerset Re( •χ act authority, in
; >orter, who declares that "Somewhere
1 >etween the fifth and the fifteenth of
] November is the time for Indian sumuer." 'T would have been pretty hard
between
| inding any Indian summer
{ hose dates this year.

A hue concert was given at the Congrenational church Sunday evening. The
concert is an annual inititution at this church, tbe offering
! akeu
going to help make Thanksgiving
îappier for those whose circumstances
ire such as to prevent their full enjoynone of the occasion.
About three hun< ired were present Sunday evening, and
ι he concert was enjoyed by all.
Fourι een dollars was taken in the collection,
rhe programme of the concert was as
I ollows:
1. Organ.
i. Maie Quartette.

i'hanksgiving

Early Morning

Fire at Hebron.

1 IARJJ OF P. V. KVKKKTT BUKNED, WITH
Superintendent Charles L. Buck of 3. Praver
the Methodist Sunday School entertain- 4. Response, Schubert Quartette.
STOCK, HAY AND FAHMINU TOOLS.
Mr. Dunn.
5. Soto
ed four classes of the school at the ves- β. Kea>lluir of
Scrlptu-e.
About
forty 7 Mixed Quartette, Ο. Tante and *ee
try Wednesday evening.
Miss Wheeler.
The barn of Persian V. Everett, about
Solo
were
present. Ice cream and fancy S.
Duet,
Mre.SintlcyiinilMr.BrtK.ce. ( me mile from Hebron Academy on the
various games ».
crackers were served,
] ». Reaoing
May Davl-t.
Falls
lechanic
road, was entirely
were played, and all the young people , 1. Schubert Quartette.
Mrs. Clark. lestroyed by fire about 2 o'clock Monhad a very pleasant and lively time uu- l i. Solo
3. Offering.
lay morning, together with nine head of
til about ten o'clock.
, 4. Mixed Quartette, Praise the Lord.
attle. three horses and some hogs.
5. Hymn, America.
There will be a union Thanksgiving β. iteneoletlon.
)ne hog and two wagons were all that
service in the Universalist church ThursIr. Everett succeeded in getting out
day evening at 7:30, to which the public
iter the fire was discovered. All the
Decision.
Law
Court
are invited.
Programme, opening serest of the farming tools, with a barn
A rescript was handed down from the
vice in charge of the pastor of the
ull of hay, went with the barn and
of
in
the
case
James
last
week
aw
I
court
K.
church. Scripture read by Rev. A.
took. No cause for the fire is known,
Laura
I.
vs.
!
>.
administrator,
W.
Rev.
ChesJ.
Baldwin. Prayer by
Wright,
hough it is surmised that it may have
bro. Sermon by Rev. H. A. Clifford. ! lolmes. The action, which was subfrom the wiring, the barn
nitted to tbe court on an agreed state- iriginated
A union choir will furnish the music,
laving electric lights.
Let the attendants at all our churches uent of facts, was brought by Mr.
and our citizens generally unite in this iVright as administrator of the estate of
Mrs. Isaac Barnes was arrested last
service in the spirit of our forefathers, 1 Are. Chandler Swift, late of South Paris,
reek at Presque Isle on the charge of
whose faith in the Heavenly Father ο recover certain property conveyed by
uurder. She is charged with putting
enabled them to sow the seed of liberty 1er shortly before her death to the dein Epsom salts,
thereby
and endure the trials which gave our I endant, who is a resident of Belfast, trychnine
ausing the death of her husband's 14nation its birth and laid the foundation ludgtnent is given for the defendant,
Mrs.
Barnes.
Pearl
rear-old daughter,
for the prosperity which we to-day « ind the rescript, drawn by Judge Savage,
Barnes had not had a happy life with
s as follows:
enjoy.
ter husband, and they have lived apart
Ftr-t— \ η administrator Is the proper party to
The four-act drama "Mine Falls" was •ue for the goods which once belonged to hie nuch of the time since their marriage.
testate but which were disposed of by htm by
t is understood that if she put the
presented in New Hall Thursday çven- 11 η fraudulent
and void tran-fer of gift.
ing for the benefit of the Universalist
trychnine in the salts as charged, it
Second—In thl* state prior to Jure 1, l'JUI.
parish. The cast of the play was given vhen Chapter 160 of the public laws of this state ras with tho idea of reaching her huslast week. Without going into a detail- < vent Into < ffect. a married woman might make >and and not the child. Mrs. Barnes
iuch disposition by «rtft. voluntary conveyance
ed analysis of the piece it may be said J >r
itoutly protests her innoceuce, and has
otherwise, of her personal property during
he sympathy of friends. At the hearing
that it was well cast and excellently | ter lifetime as she wished, though h<r husband
<
thereby deprived of the distributive share >robable cause was found, but bail was
played, without any weak spot» in the vas
herein which would otherwise fall to hint upon
cast. Between acts there was given a ter death, and even
illowed in the sum of 910,000, and ten
though such disposition was
sketch entitled "Reuben and Rachel," , nade with Intent to prevent his receiving such a nen were found who were ready to furlish it promptly.
by Masters Ralph Andrews and Ray- ltstrlbutlve share. this law will
Third—Whether
apply as to gift·
mond Penfold, and Misses Verna Howe •au*a
mortis since chapter 160 of the public laws
and Marie Newton, which was very tak- >f 1WXS permitting a widower to waive the proAbout a year ago a Chicago man ofof his wife's will and to take a distributive
ing. The whole performance was first- rlslons
ered five prizes for articles of highest
estate
in
her
aa If she had died
ha
re
personal
class. There was a good though not a
ixcellence on certain economic subjects
ute*talc, la not decided.
crowded house. Music was furnished by
>y college men. The awards have just
an orchestra composed of Stearns and
>een announced and the second prize is
Personal.
Noreeworthy of Norway, Carl Mason
iron by a Maine bov, the other four all
and Mrs. Herman Wilson of South Paris.
joins: to western college students. The
The law firm of Foster <fc Hersey of tecond prise of 1150 comes to John
A prowler about the Tillage Thursday
Portland, consisting of Hon. Enoch
Newton of West Woolwich who
evening chose a nice sweet place in Foster and Hon. Oscar H. Hersey, has Edward
{ graduated from Bowdoin last June and
After
which to stow himself away.
will
Foster
take'
dissolved.
>een
His
Judge
a now in Yale Theological school.
supper that night B. F. Hicks went out lis
son, Robert C. Foster, into partner- ', urticle was on "The Influence of the
to feed bis hogs, which are kept in the
firm
name
the
with
him,
the
on
Ameribeing
Industrial Combinations
barn cellar. He had been out before ihip
Foster <k Foster.
can Laborer".
supper, and had left the small door
open which leads into the cellar. After
Harry C. Prince of Waterville, a
MAN'S UNREASONABLENESS
finishing the care of his hogs he swung former Buckfield boy, baa purchased
the lantern over Into the pen to see if (he Madison Bulletin. For the paat fif- s often as peat as woman's. But Thoe.
there were any rata about, as they had teen years Mr. Prince has been publisher 3. Austin, Mgr. of the "Republican," of
beeo making trouble there. He iiw no >f the Waterrilie Mail, which he pur- Leavenworth, Ind., was not unreasonrata, but instead got hia eye on what : based aa a weekly, and nine years ago able when he refused to allow the doclooked ranch like a pile of «g· in the ι lie established the daily in addition to tors to operate on his wife, for female
farther eorner of the pen, which, by tue j the weekly. He has had good snooeas trouble. "Instead," he says, "we eonway. Is not by aay meana the cleanest or, with both papers and with the job eluded to try Eleotrio Bitters. My wife
the drieet corner. Fuller examination, printing establishment connected with was then so sick, she could hardly leave
showed that It was a man lying face , them. A few weeks since he sold his lier bed, and five physicians had failed to
downward. Supposing it was some one Interest in the plant, though temporarily relieve her. After taking Electric BitThe ters, she was
who was drank, Mr, Hicks went into the ; remaining in the establishment.
cured, and can
house to call the other men of the house- Madison Bulletin, which he baa pur- now perform all her household duties."
established twenty-one guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.,
hold to see hia prize, but before they got chased, was
back to the barn cellar the intruder had years ago by Ε. Α. M err i man, who is iruggists. Prioe 50c.
Tracks were found where now going to Oklahoma to engage in

J

J

■

]

jj

J

{

he went down the bill.

the real estate bnsineas.

CHUKCHK8.

TEN

THE

Congregational ( burch, Be*. Β. S
RMeout, Pastor. I'reaching service Sunday
10 30 A. M.; 8abbath School, 12:00 M ; Y. P. 8
C. K., Sundav «venins, 6 30 P· M.; 8oclal Meet
Ing, 7 K» P. M ; regular weekly Pra er Meeting

"Render unto Caeur the thing· thai
Caesar'·, and"—give the devil his
due. What is his aue? Well, he's «
hastier; is oat early and up late and
Attends atrictlv to buiine··. Seldom
takes a day off. So much for the devil.
Hie other name is Self, and perhaps that
is the only devil there is. It is enough.
Self has given this tine old world a devil
of a-time all down the ages—or it would
be a âne old world if Self were not so
conspicuous and so pushing. It seems
to be playing a winning game in church
and state, or at least it takes the trick
too often.
However, we are optimistic
enough to believe that it will not "scoop
the pot" when the game is ended.
Let us call your attention to the fact
that the "widow's mite" and the old
maid's nickel go for nothing in these
days. The Christ was better pleased
with the widow's mite than with the
rich man's gold. It is be of the long
purse who gets the puff from those
whose breath is in their nostrils and
soon ceases and comes not back again
"The earth is the Lord's and the fullness thereof.
The cattle on a thousand
hills are His." And so it seems that He
is so well fixed that Rockefeller's millions are not an urgent necessity, and Ho
has no special regard for him because of
those millions. The gate called Beautiful ie not opened with a golden key. It
is supposable that the house of many
mansions will not be illuminated by the
Standard Oil Company's product.
It is within the range of possibility
that they who have been notoriously
conspicuoue in grinding the face of the
poor will be required to sit in the dark
for a spell over there. It cannot be that
such, despite the giving a tithe of their
ill-gotten gains, will be stars of the first
magnitude in the unclouded skies of
Heaven. Quite likely the "widow"
who gives her mite will shine with a
greater brilliancy. Worthless as black
ash-chips to him will be the heaped up
millions when the angels call his soul.
"Credit to whom credit, honor to whom
are

week.

special business meeting of the
Endeavor
Christian
Jongregational
Society is called by the president for
Friday evening. This meeting is to take
be place of the one usually held in connection with tbe monthly consecration
neeting. The reports of the committees
will be heard and special business pertaining to our new athletic work will be
transacted. The business meeting will
je followed by a discussion of the question, "Is intercollegiate football detriuental to tbe colleges?" The leading disputants are: («rover Brown and Milton
VlcAlister for the affirmative; Roy Cole
ind Guy Farrar for tbe negative.
A

PROBABLY

MAN'S MILLIONS.

A number of students took part in the
The Epworth League will meet with
Mrs. J. J. Eroeley has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Donald Bean Wednesday recital given by Mrs. Alberta Abbott'*
her sister in Portland for the past week. evening. The program will be music, pupils at the New Church Hall, Nov. 16.
from Longfellow, Life of The scholars who are studying music
Miss Emma Toothaker of Dixfield is quotations
David Livingstone, current topics. All with Mrs. Abbott evidently find it "no
week
with
Mrs.
Albert
L).
spending this
members are cordially invited.
snap course." The school is very fortu1'ark.
nate to have the services of a musician
Oxford Pomona Grange meets with
Principal E. P. Clason of the high Paris («range Dec. 5. The following of Mrs. Abbott's ability and training.
Coal fires and outside windows now
school is spending his vacation at his
programme is to be furnished by Paris show that the
home in Lisbon.
academy buildings are
lx range:
preparing themselves for a struggle with
The fall term of the high school closed I. Music,
Choir. the cold.
Everything is now ready for a
An Ëseaay,
SI»ter Brown
Friday. The vacation will be three i.i. Be«-ltatton,
Sinter Jackson. winter's siege.
weeks in length.
1. Conundrums,
..AU.
The seniors are at present very much
i.
Agriculture In the South. agitated as to what they shall give for a
The stores, offices and other business i. Question
Brother
an>l
Sister
Chapman.
Soug
Cheer up, seniors, your writing
Sister Brlgga. tirama.
places of South Paris will close all day ". ''caning,
J. Music
Choir. and delivering senior essays this term
Thanksgiving day.
will be an admirable prelude to your
At the supper and entertainment to be
S. P. Maxim «ft Son have put in a
in your drama.
will successes next term
in
Good
Cheer
Dec.
held
Hall,
5th,
own
electheir
and
are
making
dynamo
On Saturday, Nov. 18tb, a football
t>e
the
one
act
"Chums."
farce,
presented
their
mill.
for
tric lights
came took place at Cornish, between
The cast is as follows:
Cornish
High School and Fryeburg
Miss Florence Jewett, second assistant Mr. Κ
A. E. Korbes.
read, a Vermont Squire,
in the high school, is at her home in Harry Breed, A. B., Harvard, lite son,
Academy. The score was 16 to 0 in
Η. T. Thayer
favor of our team, and our boy· returnDenmark duriug the vacation.
Γοιιι Burnham, leading lady of the PI Eta
ed home quite elated by their success.
J. T. Lindley.
Theatre
Clinton D. Park of Presque Isle, who
For the past four or five weeks the
Flora Strong, Mr. Breed's niece,. Kose Murphy.
is now in Rates College, spent Saturday Mrs. Breed
Mrs. 1. E. Andrews.
Undents have been giving current events
and Sunday with his cousin, Albert 1).
1'his will be followed by tableaux: in chapel, Wednesday mornings. These
Park.
'Coming thro' the Rye," "A Soldier's »re interesting and instructive to all the
Subject at the l'niversalist Y. P. C. U. Farewell," "Mother's Blessing," To itudents and are proving one of the
meeting next Sunday evening. Having, War," "Tenting To-night," "Goddess of most agreeable features of the week's
Being and Doing. Thieeaims. Leader, Liberty," which will include the follow- work.
The freshman class organized last
Miss Iva McArdle, Mr. Η. T.
Miss Isabel Morton.
ng:
Mrs. R. N. Hall, Mrs. J. G. ruesday and gave a sociable Thursday
I-hayer,
the
i*
Swift
Chandler
present
spending
Littletield, Mrs. I. E. Andrews, Mrs. H. evening, Nov. 23d. This event is hailed
week with hie niece, Mrs. Lunt, in Muntjr. Fletcher,
Miss Hattie Leach. Song with pleasure as is the Thanksgiving
will
home
his
return
and
before
ville,
recess of four days which we have this
>y Marie Newton and Doris Culbert.
in
attend the State

Grange

A Large

Army.

THOUSAND

MAINE

perfectly

There la smallpox at Westbrook.

H«rc to ItHtf ter V··». >
pain· la the back, Urinary, Bladder or Kidney trouble, ami want a certain, pleasIN ant herb remedy for woman's 1U·, try Mother
Gray'· AailniUa-LMf. It la a safe monthly
regulator. At DraggUte or by mall 60 cent».
Sample package FREE. Addraaa, The Mother
Gray Co., Le Boy, Ν. T.
in
If you have

MEN

·

FORESTS.

Second

The public temperance meeting under
the auspicee of the W. C. T. U. will be
held at the Universalist church Sunday honor."
evening, Dec. 3d. The several pastors
with their congregations are cordially
invited.

week.

Ε. E. Chapuian
visited at John Γ.

ladies

Jobs'* Letter.

fron

BLUE 8TORE8.

The Glove and Mitten It Pays to Buy.

not one person Id twenty
walks of life bas a con- Don't Get Footsore) Get Allen'· Foot-Eas·
ception of the number of men who are A wonderful powder that cure* tired, aching,
Tuesday evening
sent
the
into
lamber woods from Bangor swollen, sweating feet and make· new or tight
U ni versa list Church, Bev.
8. <■».
Da via
shies eaay. Auto-day for Allen'· Foot-Raae.
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10 A 1
every fall to get ont the winter's cut of At all Druggists and Shoe Store· 25 eta. Pont
A. M. Sabbath School, 12:00; Y. P.C. U. meet
logs. They read every day almost of the accept any «nbstitut*.
Inc. 7 Λ0 P.M.
This cold weather makes a
Methodist Church, Bev. C. A. Brooks, Pastor numbers being sent north by various em·
warm glove or mitten
Preach'ng service. 10:30 A. M.; Sabbath 8chool ployment agents and know that the time
good
LENS.
12 KM) M. ; Social Evening Meeting, 7 .DO P. M.
FINE BESIDEHCE FOR SALE
for lumbering is at hand again, but they
a
for all out door
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class raeetlnj
In Norway, known as the
Krlday evening. Epworth League, Sunday do not begin to realize how important a
work.
evening, β.-00 P. M.
JOHN L. HORNE STAND,
part this furnishing of men plays in the
Baptnt church, Bev. E. S. Cotton. Pastor
of the state Becently occupied a· a Home for Aged Women
Few «lores curry the vaThe
curvature of the Toric
Preaching service. 1030 A. M.; Sabb th School, great lumbering industry
LotwO
fee» front, 28 rod· deep, large two rtory
12«0 M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening7P. because they are not in touch with the
dwelling and ell and «table connected, 12 room·, Lens makes it
h
to
and
in
7
30.
M., Wednesday evenlrg,
business.
ν
•team heater, hot and cold water, plenty of fruit
When it is stated that one firm in Ban- and sbide tree*. Will be aold for (ess than half much closer to the eye ; this
and
Glove·
tlen'«
in
STATED MEETINGS.
and form both unite to give a much
gor has sent 2700 men into the lumber the original coot.
Ρ ft Λ M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
VlilfenN we do.
woods of Maine and New Hampshire FBEELAKD HOWE, Seal Estate Agent,
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or
larger field of vision than the ordiNorway, Mala·.
bef >re full iroon. Oxford Boyal Arch Chapter, this fall many will doub' the statement,
more than or·
lens
Tories
cost
nary
Mo. 39. as embles Wednesday Evening, on or yet it is true and the books of the firm of
before full moon. Oxford Council, K. ft 8. M.,
dinary lenses, but then, they are
& Golden, employing agents,
Boar for Service.
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge, Cowhig
worth more. If you want the latest
These men were pickNo. i, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after show it to be so.
and all worldngmen who have worn
A White Chester, terms $i.oo at and best lenses see me about Tories.
full moon.
ed up from the army whose members
them know that
I. <>. ο. ρ No-way Lodg».—Regular meeting make the various
boarding houses in the time of service, to warrant.
In Odd F-llows' Half, every Tuesday Evening.
Wlldey Encampment, No. 21, meets In Odd city their rendezvous for several months
Α. Β TALBOT,
Fellows' Ha 1, second and fourth Friday Even· in the year when there is no work in the
THE BEST IS THE CHEAPIngs of each month. Mt. Hope R^bekah Lodge, lumber woods or on the drives. About
South Paris.
No. 58, m nets on first and third Friday of each
EST IN THE END. WE REC600 of these 2700 men were brought to
GRADUATE
month.
BlaendraUTaCelebrated Horwhldetfovea
AND STAND BEOMMEND
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway niock Bangor from Boston.
These men aro a
and mitten· are the beet made. They are
SOUTH PARIS.
every Thursdav Evening. U. B., A. O. Noyes better class of workmen than are
usually
D' vision. No. 12, meets third Friday of each
HIND
apccially built for hard aervice; are permonth. I.ake Assembly, No. SR. P. 8., second brought from the large cities for work
A set of double runner, one horse
fectly cut and sewed, and require no
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
in the woods. In years past many Poles,
'breaking in." The leather fro.n which
new.
\lso
two
P. of U.-Norway Grange meets second and
sleds,
Aabeatol (fovea are made la of a special
Swedes, Finns, and other foreigners,
fourth Saturdays of cach month at Orange Hall.
tannage and will stand the test» ol Are,
G. A. B.—Harry Bust Post, No. 34, meets In able men and willing to work, but know- Will be sold at a low price.
water and waihlnc. They will
•team,
Sew O. A. R. Kail on the first Tuesday Evening ing little about the use of an axe or saw,
of
not h rink or harden like Inferior makes
of each month.
have been brought to Maine and have
W. B. C.—Meets In New Ο. A. B. Hall, Monbut arealwaya aoft and pliable.
I now have a large stock of
been found to be of little use in the
Η. N. BOLSTER.
day evening.
Look for the trademark Aabactol «a
Try them. You will never
S. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In woods, but the men being brought down
every pair.
New G. A. R. Hall, on the first and third Wed- this
be sorry.
of
are
of
them
natives
FOR
BALS
BT
year
many
PROBATE NOTICE·.
nesday evenings of each month.
O U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council, Maine and are glad to come back to the To all
uereone Interested In either of the Rstate*
No. 10, meets at G. A. B. Hall every Tuesday state for the winter.
hereinafter named :
at your own price.
which I am
evening.
The 2700 men sent into the woods by
At a Probate Court, held at Paris, In and
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
lot of HouseI also have a
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
firm
is
the
this
a
small
when
only
item,
of
each
second and fourth Wednesday evenings
Nov., In the year of our Lord one thousand
month.
army of men employed in the woods nine hundred and Ave. The following matter hold Furniture,
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247.
NORWAY.
SOUTH PARIS.
during the winter is considered. Ten having been presented for the action thereupon
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
&c.
thousand men is a small estimate of the hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Obdkbed :
eafh month
That notice thereof be given to all persons Inall the
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle. No. 2, meet* In Byer- number of men employed in
terested, by causing a copy of this order to be which have been in use
a few
this winter.
to
warm while
son hall, every Thursday evening, September to
in Maine this winter. The Great
llshed three weeks successively In the Oxcamps
to
May, first ana third Thursday evenings, May
Democrat, a newspaper published at South months and are as good as new.
Northern Paper Company alone will
A
BY
USING
September.
at
a
said
that
In
they may appear
County,
employ nearlp 3,000 men in its own Paris,
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on the
OTJbLmJri THINGS.
It is intimated that the new bridge, camps and camps of its contracting third Tuesday of December, A. D. 1905, at 9
and many small
A Nice
with first-class split stone abutments, for operators.
There will be nearly 60 of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see cause.
articles. Call at my Auction Rooms.
the new street leading from Lynn to camps in operation this winter getting
to $3.
NANCY L MARSHALL, late of Norway, de- No. 2 Western
Main, will cost less than two thousand out logs for this concern on both the
Avenue, afternoons. I AM SELLING SEVER \L GRADES OF HEATERS, $1.75
will and petition for probate thereof
dollars.
Kennebec and Penobscot waters.
On ceased;
therethe
A.
executrix
Clara
Snow,
by
If you would ask anyone who used a Sleigh Heater last winOpen Saturday Evening.
Misses Margaret and Jennie Baker, the North branch of the Penobscot alone η named.
ter how they liked them, they would tell you they would
after a three months1 trip in the west, it is estimated that Charlie Jackson will
LUCRETIA MELLEN, late of Paris, dehave returned and resumed their posi- get out 30,000,000 feet. The camps will ceased; will and petition for probate thereof
not drive in cold weather without a Sleigh Heater.
presented by Mary I Mellen, the executor theretions much improved in health.
average 50 men each and these are only in
named.
Mrs. L. M. Lunt visited her brother, a few of the camps operating in the
BENJAMINS. DOR, late of Paris, deceased;
Adelbert Y. Locke, Esq., in Portland, Maine lumber woods.
for order of distribution filed by Kate
Most of the men who are lumbering in petition
this week.
H. Doe, administratrix.
Norway, Malno.
91 Main St.,
The Norway Water Company have been Maine this season have hired all the men
FRANCETTA FLETCHER, of Sumner; final
delayed somewhat for the want of ma- they want and the work of Bending men account present for allowance by James 8.
A CAR LOAD OF
terials with which to construct the new into the woods is about over. There are Wright, guardian.
'PPPPJPIPIIHUPIIIIW;V7ygV7\7FWCVvwcrc xrcrvrowrvvvvi
NEW SLEIGHS
pumping station, but they are now rueli- many expert woodsmen now working in GEORQE P. WHITNEY, late of Oxford, deF. A. §HIRTLEFF èu CO.
F. 1. 8HHITLKFF 4l CO.
the saw mills all over the state who will ceased; final sccount presented for allowance;
ing work.
FOR
READY
NOW
Walter
for
order
of
also
on
Main
distribution,
by
Home
L.
mills
as
soon
as
John
into
the
woode
the
petition
The
place
go
L. Oray, administrator.
SALE.
Street, receutly occupied as a home for «hut down for the winter, which will be
Our
Stock of
ALVIN M. RYERSON, late of Paris, deceased;
sale.
The
for
offered
is
in a couple of weeks now. These men
women,
aged
I CAN SELL YOU A
for allowance by Maria
final
account
presented
money to again open the house cannot are held in demand by the lumber oper- M. Ryerson, administratrix.
be obtained, hence this course is taken ators and are sure of work and the highNELLIE R. DBC09TA, late of Buckfield, deby the owners of the property. It is est wages as soon as their mill work is ceased ; petition that Fred W. Record or some
The wages being paid' for woods- other suitable person be appointed adminisone of the best places in town and will done.
without doubt be sold for much less than men have declined considerably in the trât >r.
is Here.
last month. Earlier in the season when
its cost.
FREEMAN C. MERRILL, late of Paris, desell
and
to
license
for
A.
H.
Kenceased
convey
; petition
men were in demand the wages ran all
Bert Fogg is in charge of
line ever shown in this
and most
It is the
for
real estate, also petition for allowance out of
erson's barber shop on Bridge Street. the way from $28 to 132, the latter
personal estate presented by Matilda J. Merrill,
handsome
baskets
are
of
The
his
time
most
of
the
design, well made
Mr. Kenerson gives
wages being paid for expert woodsmen. widow and administratrix.
to the insurance business.
-$26 and -928 is about the general run of
one of
and serviceable.
The Isdies would
HANNAH M. GLINES, late of Canton, deThe junior Y. P. C. U. gave a chicken wages being offered woodsmen
now, ceased ; petition for determination of collateral
these baskets as a Christmas present. Better make your
tax presented by Henry E. Coolidge,
Inheritance
on Wednes- though extra
Hall
The
Concert
can
at
men
$30.
get
good
pie supper
their executor.
selection while the assortment is
day evening. The occaeion was the Bangor employment agents,
HANNAH M. GLINES, late of Canton, deobservance of the 9th anniversary of tbe judgment on the number of men they
than you can
anyceased; first and final account presented for althe
invited
are
there
into
the
are
guests
woods,
Including
say
sending
Bociety.
lowance by Henry E. Coolidge, executor.
where else in the counthere were nearly eighty present. Fol- more and larger lumber operations being
ELIZA A. STARBIRD, late of Norway, delowing the supper was an entertainment conducted in the state this winter than ceased; first account presented for allowance by
try.
AT THE PHARMACIES OF
ind then a sociable for the little people. for many years past.—Bangor Commer- Fred H. Stevens, trustee.
Nearly two hundred enjoyed the chick- cial.
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
en pie dinner provided by the members
A true copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
r>f Norway Grange at Grange Hall Satur- SELLS MORE OF CHAMBERLAIN'S
was
entertainment
CONGH REMEDY THAN OF ALL
day. The afternoon
well attended. The whole day's work
NOTICE.
OTHERS PUT TOGETHER.
was most pleasing and successful.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
Mr. Tboe. George, a merchant at Mt.
answered
Anaover
been
has
or
A.
Albert
duly appointed administrator of the
Berry
Ontario, eaye: "I have had the estate of
Ε. W.
to a charge of adultery in the municipal Elgin,
FRANCETTA
FLETCHER, late of Snmner,
for
Chamberlain's
local agency
Cough In
court Friday. The court bound him
F. A. «UTRTLEFF * CO.
F. ▲. enUBTLEFF * CO.
the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
introduced
it
was
since
ever
All persons having
bonds as the law direct··
over for the action of the grand jury at Remedy
as
of
it
much
sell
as
and
I
into
are
deceased
of
said
Canada,
demands against the estate
the March term of the Supreme Judicial
have on my desired to present the same for settlement, and
Bail I do of all other lines I
Court and in the eum of $*>00.
are requested to make payshelves put together. Of the many doz- all Indebted thereto
ment Immediately.
was furnished.
not bad
I
have
Bold
under
ens
ALTON C. WHEELER.
1906.
guarantee,
Nov.
21st,
I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
Union services will be held at the
I can personally
one bottle returned.
Size or Style at reasonable price·.
Congregational church Thanksgiving recommend this medicine as I bave used
NOTICE.
svening at 7 o'clock. Rev. Mr. Davis of it
myself and given it to my children The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
the Universalist church will speak of the
and always with the best results." For has been duly appointed executor of the last
abroad
it
when
saw
Welsh revival as he
sale by F. A. Sburtleff & Co., South will and testament of
last summer.
SUSAN Κ LIBBY, late of Paris,
If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons Outside work, send In your orders. Pine Luro
Albert Towne is at home for a two Paris;
having demands against the estate of said de- xi and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
weeks1 vacation from his school work at Drug Store, Norway.
ceased are desired to present the same for settleLee.
and all Indebted thereto are requested to
Louis Deroscer, a young man who re- ment,
make payment Immediately.
At Henry H. White's hearing in the
and Job Work.
and
Lewieton
from
ALBION L. COLE.
disappeared
Nov. 21st, 1905.
municipal court on Monday, on a charge cently
was gone several days, returned with a
)f breaking and entering Alonzo Brickfarmer and told a story of being robbed.
Matched Hard Wood Floor Hoards for sale.
3tt's place some time ago, no evidence
He says he started out to walk into the
was presented to hold him and his discountry to collect a bill due him. After
E. W.
:harge was granted by the court.
attended to.
about four milee out of the city
Peter Everett, formerly of Norway, walking
Malnr.
i^est 8nmnpf
while passing through a
that
he
No
says
connection.
charge
lied at Manchester, Ν. H.,
Sunday,
of woods two men attacked him,
Sov. 19. He was born in Norway, in piece
team.
for
a
and
robbed him of his watch and ring
\pril, 1836. Services were held at the about $15 in money, and left him lying
Xj. AC. Longley,
Baptist church Wednesday by Rev. E. S. in the road. He was found by a farmer
Cotton. Interment Pine Grove CemeMaine.
him
to
took
who
the
in
vicinity,
living
»ry. He leaves a widow, two brothers, his
where he remained a number
house,
of
NorEverett
E.
G.
and
Everett
\.. A.
Cornelia of days.
Petition for
way, and one sister, Mrs.
He left Nor{ jprague of Salem, Mass.
In the matter of
)
CROUP.
FRANK W.SMITH,
way over twenty-three years ago.
J In Bankruptcy.
medicine and one that
A reliable
Bankrupt. )
W. F. Jones of Norway and Walter L.
for
home
in
the
be
kept
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the DisSanborn of the Boston Globe and a party should alwaye
trict Court of the United States for the District
1 >f
Boston gentlemen are enjoying a immediate use is Chamberlain's Cough
of Maine :
Remedy. It will prevent the attack if
mnting trip in Danforth.
W. SMITH, of Rumfonl Falls, In the
Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge, No. 58, given as soon as the child becomes
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
ALL YIELD READthe
after
even
or
Concert
cough
at
said
croupy
fair
In
their
held
boarse,
District,
respectfully represents that
[. 0.0. F.,
26th day of August, last past, he was
flal! on Thursday. Useful articles were appears. For sale by Shurtleff A Co., on the
ILY TO THE VIRunder the Acts of
bankrupt
adjudges
duly
In South Paris; Joncs Drug Store, Oxford;
be has
1 iold to all who desired to purchase.
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that
TUE
OF
;he evening an excellent supper was Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
duly surrendered all his property and rights
of property, and has fully complied with all the
The affair was financially and
1 terved.
requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
William Murray of Lewieton has Court
1 locially a great success for the society.
touching his bankruptcy.
the
Wherefore be prays, That he may be decreet]
The ladies of
Congregational Found four valuable pearls in a brook
Court to have a full discbarge from all
the
this
In Androscoggin county
year. They by
( ihurch will have their sale at the vestry
debts provable against his estate under said
A salad, are beauties and will bring the owner
Dec. 13th.
in Wednesday,
Bankruptcy Acts, except such dobts as are
CAN BE GIVEN TO
jalced bean and pastry supper will be in the neighborhood of $500. Many excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 23rtl day of Oct., A. D. 1005.
for
hunt
hours
leisure
CHILDREN WITHtheir
in
in
entertainment
an
people
terved followed by
FRANK W.SMITH, Bankrupt.
pearls, but none have been so successful
he evening.
NO
HARM.
OUT
*.
ËREO
ΤΠ
OF
NOTICE
ORDER
Aaron H. Kenerson has received the is Mr. Murray and Adolpb Reed. Mr.
which he District op Maine, es.
OPIATES.
the
satin
sold
has
Reed
the
for
as
pearl,
Equitable
agent
ippointment
On this 18th day of Nov A. D. 1905, on readFound in a Lewieton brook, for $140 to a
Vssurance Society of New York.
ing the foregoing petition, it Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
The Browning Club will meet with Massachusetts jewelry Arm.
upon the same on the 8th day of Dec., A. D.
Pharmacist.
Urs. Moses P. Stiles at her home on
1905, before said Court at Portland, in said Disi Jottage Street Monday evening.
CHAPPED HANDS.
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that noDemoIn
Oxford
for
the
be
published
The village schools closod Friday
Wash your hands with warm water, tice thereof
Next to Poet Office, South Paris.
crat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
Miss Susie M.
two weeks1 vacation.
iry with a towel and apply Chamber that all known creditors, and other persons in
the
will
teach
Paris
of
South
Vheeler
Iain's Salve just before going to bed, Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
cause, if any they have, why the
( lighth grade next term, and Miss Mcrod a speedy cure is certain. This salve and show
of said petitioner should not be grant»!.
Irdle, with Alice M. Libby as assistant, is also unequaled for skin diseases. For prayer
And it is further ordered by the Court, That
vill teach the seventh grade.
sale by Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, adMr. and Mrs. C. W. Palmer returned
Soyee Drug Store, Norway; Jones Drug dressed
to them at their places of residence as
| rom a visit at Lovell the first of the Store, Oxford.
stated.
veek. Mr. Palmer brought home with
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port·
| lim a 200 pound buck. It was a perfect
It is reported that there is a herd of of the In
said District, on the 18th day of Nov.,
land,
( >ne.
:aribou wandering about the slopes of A. D. 1905.
oilers
of
Our new stock of
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
Agnes Tucker is at King's Hospital, Mt. Katabdin. It has been ten years
[L. a.]
A true nopy of petition and order thereon.
values that we are showing in
the
'ortland, caring for Allie Croramett, tince caribou were seen in Maine.
Attest: JAMBS E. HEWEY,Clerk.
vho underwent a surgical operation at
We have suits for all ages.
wearing
hat institution.
Dr.
Glasses on weekly payments.
for
from 3 to 8.
to
Montreal
suits
went
and
Russian
Mr. Thomas Smiley
Parmenter. Read my ad.
Saturday, where he presented the Norand double breasted suits for boys from S
Norfolk
way and Paris petition to Passenger
to 16.
Born.
Long trousers suits for the larger boys.
kgent Bell of the Grand Trunk asking
j Or low Saturday rates to Norway and
Bye Spoolallat.
GuarSatisfaction
IIumi. Cub or Credit.
; >outh Paris. It is expected that the peId South Paris, Nov. 21, to the wife of George
anteed
j itioners will have the request granted. W. Ilaakell, a son.
Byes Tested Free.
Id Canton, Nov. 3, to the wife of John Miller,
on
all
kinds
meats
of
Fresh
constantly
sronwAT, MATTvn.
daughter.
IN TIME OF PEACE.
In Bethel, Nov., to the wife of Elmer Traak, a hand.
the
of
months
first
the
laujrhter.
In
Russia-Japan
Corned beef and salt pork a specialty.
In Ka«t BrownfleVl. Nov. 16, to the wife of F.
<
var we had a striking example of the
ft: Bradbury, a daughter.
Fresh fish arrive· every Monday afterof
Har, lecessity for preparation and the early
wife
to
the
In East Denmark, Nov 13,
An I. Ο. 0. F.
noon and Thursday morning.
, idvantage of those
who, so to speak, rev Dunn, μ β«η.
<
In Canton, Nov. 13, to the wtfe of Bernard
Vatch Charm. If found please rein dry
'have shingled their roofs
live
stock
Am
week,
every
shipping
I'atterran, a daughter.
weather." The virtue of preparation
urn to
In Canton. Nov. 14, to the wife of Joseph La- and
paying fnll market price.
tas made history and given to us our )ree, a daughter.
J. P.
of
Dr.
the
wife
to
Nov.
CHARLES E. BRETT,
In
2β,
Chicago,
as
;reatest men. The individual as well
T.
iprague, a daughter.
he nation should be prepared for any
South Paris.
SOUTH PARIS.
MARKET SQUARE,
Are you prepared to suc, emergency.
, cessfully combat the first cold yoa take?
Married.
SO
A cold can be cured much more quick·
been
it
has
as
soon
as
treated
when
y
In Bryant's Pond, Nov. 25, by A. Mont Chase, I
to
FURS IN PRICES FROM
contracted and before it bas become Ksq Mr. Joseph H Ackley ana Mrs. Bash \ F.1
"
44
"
to
Chamberlain's Sessions, both of Milton Plantation.home of the
COATS
ι lettled in the system.
InWestMlnot, Nov. 22. at the
Dough Remedy is famous for its cures of jride, by Rev. Frederick Newport. Mr. Herbert
WE HAVE A LINE OF
UNDERFLANNELS
25c.
< :olds
and it should be kept at hand K. Whltfmnre of Hebron and Miss Dade E.
of Mlnot.
FLANNEL
to 12 1-20.
OUTING
5c.
ready for instant use. For sale by Shurt· Dunham
In North Conway, Ν. H., Oct. 4, Mr. Melvln
eff A Co., South Paris; Jones Drug Louvlile Huntress of Hiram and Miss Bertha
FLANNELETTES IN GREAT VARIETY.
I îtore, Oxford; Noyes Drugstore, Nor- Bdna Wllley of North Conway.
WOOL AND FLEECED HOSE FOR EVERYBODY.
way.

Probably

the

ordinary

ORDINARY

TORIC
LENS.

necessity

You See the Difference
deeper

adjust
position

possible

Farmers and

Railroad Men

A very large assortment, 25c. to $4.

Samuel Richards,

OPTICIAN,

FOR SALE.

sleighs.

nearly

elyle, weight

riety
price

Inquire

EISENDRATH

Watch for my List
Every Week.

"Asbestol" Qoods.

MILLINERY

F. H. NOYES CO.,

selling
large

Beds, Bedding, Dishes,
only

Π"

How

driving

keep

SLEIGH

Organ,

HEATER.

firesented

Sleighs !

JAMES N. FAVOR, SM»0""

Holiday

Sleigh

Better

—

—

vicinity.

Money

Less

basing

WORK BASKETS
complete

largest

appreciate

complete.

buy

75 Cents to $5.00 Each.

H. P. MILLETT,
South Paris, Me.

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
2 Stores,

1HWDLER,

j Za'tm ! Maine.

Builders' Finish I

FOR

Style,

Also Window & Door Frames.

CHANDLER,

Jobbing promptly
Telephone

Norway,

Price

$3.50 and $4.00.

Frothingham,

SOUTH PARIS, ΠΑΙΝΕ.

Colds,

Croup,

FRANK

Wear

The Gentlemen's Shoe that is RIGHT.

W. 0.

Cough,

Discharge.

Bankrupt's

Durability

Fit and

Keith's Konquerors

Planing, Sawing

Plumbing and Heating.

_

I

BOYS» SUITS.

I

Spruce Elixir.

BROOKS—The

XIBAGOOjy^X

Boy»' Clothing
superior
apparel.
boys
Junior

|

Meat Market.

DR. PARMENTER

H. 33.

Foster,
MAINE

NORWAY,

LOST.
Encampment

Tliayer,

New

Wm. P. Townsend of North Hollis
in four weeks 44 foxes, 22
In West Porter, Maria, wife of
muskrata, 10 skunks, 5 coon and 5 mink. iged 64 years, β days.

vapped

day's

catch was θ foxes and an
His largest fox weighed
18-ponnd
L2 pounds; length of skin from tip to
tip, 4 feet and 8 inches. Mr. Townsend
thinks far-bearing animals in this part
it Maine are beooming very scarce, except the wily fox, who Is quite capable
Bis best

)f

coon.

taking care of himself.

BILIOUS ATTACK QUICKLY CURED.
A few weeks ago I had a bilious attack that was so severe I was not able to
go to the office for two days. Falling to
get relief from my family physician's
treatment, I took three of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets and the next I
lay I felt like a new man.—H. C. Bai- !
let, Editor of the News, Cbapin, 8. C.
rhese tablets are for sale by Shurtieff Λ
Do., South Paria; Jones Drag Store,

Oxford; Noyes Drag Store, Norway.

V

P. French,

New

In South Woodstock, Nov. 18, Miranda Billings,
iged about 80 years.
In eumner, Nov. 19, Polly Β Is bee, aged about

70 years.
In Paris, Nov. 17, James A. Lap ham, aged 26
years, 6 months, 11 days.
In Lewieton, Nov. IS, Fred Knapp of Canton.

are

Kid and Velour Calf

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby give· notice that be |
has bees duly appointed administrator of the ;
laat will and testament of

MABT C. COBBETT. late of Hartford,
of Oxford, deceased, and given
law directs. AU persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
ill indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
JOHN 8. HARLOW.
Nov. 21st, 1KB.

Century

for $2.50.

made Goodvear Welt, Stylish and have Extra
Good Stock in Every Part. They are at good or better than
We have them both
some that are sold for $3 00.

They

Id Portland, Mrs. Araxlne (Durgb) Boblnson,
iged 64 years.
in Worcester, Mass ,· Nov. 8, Mrs. Almyra
Chad bo orne, aged 71 year·.
In Paris, Nov. U, Peter M. Holden, aged 74
years.
In Bnokfleld, Nor. 24, George B. Holland.

In the County
bonds as the

\re You

CALLED THE

C.

<

Aek to nee them, AND REMEMBER, you
kinds of footwear at the right price here.

can

find all

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,
Ε. N. SWETT,

Manager.

F. W.

NORWAY,

FAUNCE,

τ·ι·ρΐιοη· ua*a.

ARE^OUR

$1.25
$(.25

Women's Boots

(Med.

Cold Weather is Here
AND

Century $2.50.

proof
boys'

MAINE.

Saleaman.

Going

to Have

a

$23.00
$50.00

New Gown?

If so look at our fine BROADCLOTH at $>.50, PANAMAS at $1 00 and $1.25, HENRIETTAS at $1.00 and
$1.13, MOHAIRS, &c., &c·, in all colors and with trim·

mings

in all the

new

and desirable

large and varied and
show anything one needs.

Our stock is

styles.

we

are

always pleased

to

Candy Saturdays with every cash purchase of $1.00

or over.

S.B. &Z. S. PRINCE,
Norway,

Maine

A LOW PRICE *■
—

ON

Couldn't Lift Ten Pounds.
Years

testimony of one man cured.
J. Β. Uorton,
farmer and lumberman, of
Deppe, N. G.,
say a "I sufferfor years
ed
with my back.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Comer Main and Danforth

It

^

also found good results. If you can sift
anything from this rambling note that

will be of any service to you, or to any
suffering from kidney trouble, you
are at liberty to do so."
A FKKK TRIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Corton will be
mail»*d on application to any part of the
Address Foeter-Milburn
I'nited States.
Co.. Buffalo, Ν. Y. Sold by all dealers;
price, fifty cents per box.
one

headache, malaria and ward off pneuniMUO

oblt rr

B. C. DeWITT * CO., CH1CAOO

\φ

J

Firpt th· Ian·.

DmI

Early Risers
Sold

Wanted.
PEELED PULPWOOD.

by Γ. A. Shiutleff Λ Coi

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.

Spruce, Fir, Hemlock
and Poplar delivered at
any station.

3P«re $1.8S.
of this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
new steamers

Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday)

LISCOMB,

F.

J.

Wharf, Portland,

Me.

via the
insured

President
CALVIN AUSTIN,
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.
Vice

Dr. Austin

Tenney,

Oculist,

will be at Elm House, Norway,
Tuesday, Aug. 1st, and ist Tuesday
Office
of each following month.

hours,

Eyes

:3ο a. m. to 4
Examined free.

p. m.

ίο

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors

Mouldings si.

High
in

Grade Portrait Work

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

ÎÛITOHOïŒP»i>TAR
Pasamaafo
•area OiMai
frewata

ALMOST
AS
GOOD

DAILY

PAPER.

ful.

Re. 824.—Diaiuoad.
1. A letter in gold.
2. To bow the head.
3. Small brooks.
4. Bowing the head.
5. A dower lu bloom in autumn.
U. Pelting with stones.
7. Feathered flying animals.

8. A boy or man.
9. A letter In gold.

No. 335.—Letter· Prefixed.
I have a relative; I think that she
le sister to my mother.
A letter makes her—oh, dear me!—
As boastful as my brother.
Another makes her thin, we see.
And haggard, while another
Will make her twit or mock as we
Attempt our rage to smother.
One makes her try sometimes to cow
Our hearts—they're brave and stout.
Another one. I must avow.
Will make her follow us about.
Two make her flutter by, as now,
In gay attire all rigged out.

Square.

No. 820.—Word

1.
2.
3.
4.

To the point.

Spoken.
A planet.

Otherwise.
No. 337.—Kitchen I'teastls.

for

828.—Greek Cross.

No.

2

3

South Paris.

·······

the Unite. 1 States for
In Bankruptcy.

Id the District Court of
the District of Maine.
In the matter of
)
I» Bankruptcy.
KDtiAK B. HALL,
of Bum ford Falls, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of E<lgar B. Hall, In
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
NoUce is hereby given that on the Uth day of
Nov., A. D. 1905, the said Edgar B. Hall
was duly a»ljudlcated bankrupt, ana that the flrat
meeUng of his creditors will be held at the Court
House, tn South Parte, on the 29th day of Nov.,
A. D. 1905, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon.at which
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
and transact such other business as may properly come before said meeting.
South Paris, Nov. 13, 1905.
GEO. A. WILSON.
Referee tn Bankruptcy.

[

1. 1
2. 2
3. 3
The

•

·

·

•

·

·

4

β

β

to 4, buyer.
to 5. eudauger.
to U. all powerful.
transverse letters form the same

words.
So. 82Θ—What Article· f

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

)
WILLIAM J.CONNORS.
{ In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
Hun.
Hale,
Clarence
Judge of the DisTo the
trict Court of the United States tor the District
In the matter of

District or Maine, ss.
On this 11th day'of Nov., A. D. 1905, on reading the foregoing petition, It Is
ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
A. D.
upon the same on the 1st day of Dec.,
190ft, before said Court at Portland, In said Dis
noand
that
in
the
forenoon
;
trict, at 10 o'clock
tice thereof be published In the Oxford Demoand
tn
said
District,
crat, a newspaper printed
that all knowa creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said Ume and place,
and show cause. If any they have, why the
prayer of said j>etltloner should not be granted.
And It Is further orlered by the Court, Thai
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence a*
stated.
Witness the Hun. Clarence Hale, Judge of
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
in said District, on the Uth day of Nov., A. D.
1905.
JAMES E. IIEWEY, Clerk.
[l. a.]
A true copy of peUtlon and order thereon.
JAMES E. HE WE Y. Clerk.
Attest

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

Au article used

by

article used
resented.

a

by

&

sewer

and an

writer are here rep-

Ko. 330.—Klddlemer*·.
In antler, not In deer;
In strange, but not In queer;
In stream, but not In river;
In bow. but not In quiver;
In brush, but not In comb;
In steeple, not In dome;
In chimney, not In brick;
In nimble, not In quick;
In silver, not in gold;
In heat, but not In cold.
With movements slow or swift And
free.
The whole gives life to you and me.
Flo.

881.

—

Doable

Brheadlus·

sad

CartaUlsv».
L Doubly behead aud doubly curtail
containing derision; rearrange and
make the goddess of the rainbow.
2. Doubly behead and curtail to grow
together; rearrange and make to fas-

with wax.
8. Doubly behead and curtail supple;
rearrange and make a wild Alpin·

ten

goat

Postrr That Pay·.
The lay of the hen. It constantly lacreases in value nowadays.
Key to the P«ual*r.
No. 314.— Rhymed
Adjectives: 1.
Wood;· good. 2. Clad, glad. S. Range,
strange. 4. Rank, frank. 5. Peat, neat.
No 815.—Geographical"Puzzle;
No. 816.—Diagonals:

No.

Κ

A

C

Β

X

o

R

Α

ν

β

Ε

ι

S

Τ

A M

M R

Β

ι

h

η

1

χ

Ν

a

A

D

ν

S

r

χ

317.— Odd

Tokyo.

R

Τ

r

s

ox

Ν

c

I

S

Ε

Β

a

χ

χ

R

■

Divisions:

Par-rot

Plea-sure. Graml-iuother.
No. 318.—Concealed Words: Spenser.
1. Shad. 2. Pare. 3. Each. 4. Note. 6.
Sits. 6. Ever. 7. Roj>e.
No. 319.—Astronomical Acrostic: Initials-Venus. Finals—Earth. 1. Verse.
2. Extra. 3. Niter. 4. Upset. 5. South.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
No. 320.—Charade: Kuock. turn—nocYour name and address on a postal card to THE NEW- turne.
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
No. 321.—PI: Smith. Brown. Jones

bring

you a free

sample

copy.

GENEBAL

The skin ie usually a fair Ijpdex to the
general health, so that much may be
earned, not only from its color, but also
trom ita texture and the sensation imparted to the hand when paased over it.
Sometimes it feel· soft and smooth like
latin, again it is dry and harsh, or it may
!>e cold and moist as it is apt to be when
>ne is nervous or weak, with the system
below par. Frequently it is warm and
moist, as when taking exercise, or when

atmosphere
tody is glowing
the

circulation.

Robinson.

COLOB

OF

THE

SKIN

AN

and eggs, with sunlight, fresh air night shooting and had no ammunition hx
and day, and suitable exercise out of would likx to borrow somx of our typx
[loo re.
for shot. Bxforx wx could prxvxnt it
hx had grabbxd all tbx lxttxrs out of
THE LINES OF THE FACE.
tbx most important box and disappxarxd.
The face may show few lines, except"Our rxadxrs can hxlp in rxplxnisbing
ing those which give it character and ex- our stock if all thosx who wxerx hit by
linee
pression, or it may present many
Sam will savx tbx chargx wbxn it ie
and deep furrows where the underlying
out of thxm and rxturn it to us.M
muecles have lost their tone and the ekin pickxd
lias grown coarser in texture, dry and
No Remedy to Fit the Case.
inelastic, so that the unwished-for crow a
(San Francisco Chronicle.)
feet appear, and lines appear on forehead
"I will never forget my first experience
und around the mouth, giving a severity
in hospital work," said Chief Surgeon
to the expression and adding years to
Millar of the Central Emergency hospital.
the person's age.
"There was a green nurse in the detenBl
ALWAYS
CAUSED
NOT
WBINKLES
tion ward and we had a very violent case
DEEP THOUGHT.
in there—a man in tbe worst etages of
in
It is a popular belief that these facial delirium tremens. I was awakened
blemiehes we call wrinkles are caused by the middle of the night by the head
at
prolonged and persistent mental exertion. nurse, who requested me Ito come
he once to the patient. When got there I
so when
Scott
wrote of Marmion:
Yet lines ot thought upon hie cheek
Did deep design and counsel «peak.
But lines appear on the face not only
over the muecles of expression, but over
those which neither add nor detract from
the expression, as the small ones immediately in front of the ear, which
draw the ear upward and backward
slightly and do nothing else. Wrinkles
also appear upon the neck, where by no
stretch of the imagination can we think
they are caused by mental gymnastics or
We also
oven steady effort of any kind.
see them on the hands of elderly people.
No matter how youthful a person may
be, if he or she forms a habit of persistently contracting any part of the face
in certain lines, there wrinkles will form;
it may be between the eyes, as when
one frowns or squints because the light
is too bright; on the forehead, which
wrinkles when the eyebrows are raised
in surprise; or when the eyes are strained and require the assistance of glasses,
and so on.

City

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

For Price and Particulars address,

SPECIALTY.

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
tx^JLiwr.

CASTORIAf·***»** g""·"»

lklMYNlmAjnitlNckt

«

IV.

TT

If you are troubled with

indigestion,

OF

of times. Never rub from without inward. For the horizontal lines on the
forehead rub in the same way outward
toward the temples a number of timee.
If crow's-feet call for treatment, steady
the corners of the eye with one hand so
that the eye will not be pulled upon,
then rub the lines gently but firmly in a
circular fashion outward.
If lines are to be removed between
nose and mouth, steady the flesh with
the fingers of one hand and with the
other rub in small circles upward.
For the removal of the accumulation
of adipose tissue known as double chin,
that detractor from a woman's good
looks, after the usual preliminaries,
steady the fingers of each band on the

aurprise,

wasn't it? He—Ye·—to him.

a

The great positive virtue of Ely's Cream
Balm is that it speedily and completely
Back
cures nasal catarrh and hay fever.
of this statement is the testimony of
thousands and a reputation of many
years' success. All druggists, 50 cents,
or mailed
by Ely Bros., 56 Warren
Street, New York.

A POLICEMAN'S TESTIMONY.

J. N. Patterson, night policeman of
Nashua, la., writes, "Last winter I had

bad cold on my lungs and tried at
least a half dozen advertised cough medicines and had treatment from two physicians without getting any benefit. A
a

Ttie Foolish Rabbit
Tlior* was a rabbit who was very
much afraid tliat he would uot enjoy
ill of tbe good things of life, and so he

ivent about to find what he could do to
liave η better time than he would have
remained arouud the house
if he

only

with his little brothers and sisters.
As he was passing along the street

tie met the warden of the jail and told
him that he was out for a good time.
"Can you make any suggestion to

tielp me?" asked

the rabbit.
The warden said that lie could not
think of anything at that moment, but

the chin in the middle line, then massage firmly outward and upward toward
the ear for at least ten or fifteen minutes,

Readfield Corner, Me., April 7,1904.
Dear Sirs:—
I have «been troubled with headache
and a pain in my side for about three

OHFliHED TO PUT HIM IX JAIL.

offered to put liini In Jail for nwhlle,
for lie thought that he might enjoy

himself there.
Eut that

was

not the kind of fun

The Kind You Have

MRS. EDITH A. INGHAM.

There's always

a cause

ÀVegetaUe Preparationfor As-

for headache.

Usually in the digestive organs.
thy bowel action the only safe

similating theFoodandBegula-

Heal-

"L. F." Atwood's Bitters make heal-

thy bowels.

first and flnal account

presented

ceased ; petition for
estate presented by

allowance out of

an

Bankrupt's

Not "Narc otic

J**petfOUO-SiNUILPtTCH£R
Mx.Smut* *
Rr4Jtf Safa-

jtmeSmfl

aaftfc
nerm
lifci j

of Maine:

M IT I SE.

County of Oxford, and
PETER
District, resjKîctfully
J.

of

A perfect

personal

of

In

Facsimile Signature of
NEW YORK.
Alb

J

j

and for

this,

warm

water

IndlKiinnt Compliment.
On one occasion when a change In
the cast had been made at the Savoy
theater Sir Arthur Sullivan, who happeued to be dining at the Savoy hotel.
sllpi>ed away for a few minutes from
the table and went Into the theater to
the upper circle, there to hear and
Judge for himself the capabilities of
the new artists. As the play proceeded
and a favorite score in the opora was
taken the talented composer unconsciously commenced to hum the refrain
This
as he desired It to be rendered.
considérai*!)* annoyed his next door
neighbor, who abruptly remarked. "Excuse me, sir, If I mention the fact that
I have paid my money to hear Sir ArAn

thur Sullivan's charming opora as given by the company and not your confounded humming!" Sir Arthur returned to his dinner and related the inci-

dent with great gusto.
Vnrliiui· Kinds of Apple·.
"Pineapple" and "love apple" (toma-

health looked after.—New Idea.

whisk broom.
Ripe tomatoes will remove ink spots.
Molasses will remove grass stains.
Bathe in rum and powdered alum to
relieve poison caused by ivy.

Foley'· Honey and Tar always atop·
the cough and heals the lung·. Refuse
Sorape a raw potato and place on
substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
burn. It gives instant relief.
For roaches use 'equal portions corn
The young mother gazed on her first
meal and red lead mixed with molasses,
born, and wept convulsively. They ap- ind spread on plate· placed in their
pealed to her to know why her great tiaunta.
"Alas!" she walled, with ingrief.
To clean wall paper. One quart of
tensest agony, "I'm afraid he will wear
9our, one heaping tablespoon of salt,
side whiskers when he grows up!"
three tablespoons of ammonia, one pint
There is no cough medioine so popular >f rain water. Mix and steam one-naif
as Foley's Honey and Tar.
It contains tiour in a greased tin pan. Cut in pieces
still hot and knead thorno opiates or poisons and never faila to to handle while
)ughly. Keep in airtight jar until ready
core.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
for use. Rub paper with this. Take a
"What a dirty fae· you'v* got, BUly." dean piece when needed.
"Can't help It We've had no oomSlight bleeding can be easily checked
pa&y.
ιf the oae of salt and water.

s

old
I

MS

TM· OCMTâWN

If you

N«N«f.

NCW VOM βΙΤΤ.

Paroid

Send

'witness

the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at PortIn
said
District, on the 11th day of Nov.,
land,
A D 1905

JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
order thereon.
HEWEY. Clerk.

Petition for

Roofing

for

Sample

Free

Discharge.

)
FRANK G. DAME,
J In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Dietrict Court of the United States for the District
In the matter

of

good,

It will save you
and book on "Building Economy."
Get the genuine—
money. Don't take α cheap imitation.
the roof that lasts. A complete roofing
kit ia every roll.

Δ true copy of petition and
Attest: JAMES E.

Bankrupt's

knew how

really is; if you only knew how easily it can be
put on and how long it lasts; if you only knew
what a good all-round roof it is, y<»u would save
on the place.
money by using it for every building
Weather proof, wear proof, contains no tar, slate color,
to you what the
any one can lay it. Let us prove
will
do.
1'aroid
ltooiing
genuine

Ami It Is further ordered by the Court, that
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credltors copies of said petition anil this order, aildree seel to them at their places of residence as

[L.8.]

only

durable, how satisfactory

now

Blace,

of Maine :
G. Dame, of Rumfonl Falls, in the County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In said
District, respectfully represents that on the 1st
day of ΛρΠΙ, last pa3t, he was duly adjudged
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all
his property and rights of property,and has fully
complied with all the requirements of said Acts
and of the orders of Court touching his bank-

Frank

DECORATE.

'"therefore

he prays, That he may !>e decreed
by the Court to nave a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
are exbankruptcy Acts, except such debts as
cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 23r<l day of October, A. D. 1905.
FRANK G. DAME, Bankrupt.

Handsomest Stallion in Maine. Every inch
behind, 16 bands, weighs lltiO pounds, owned

NASH,

WHEELER, South Paris,

white ankle»

by

''The Handsomest Horee in
Dakk Dkvil, 2.00, by Mamukino Kino,
Lord
of
March, 2.11 1-2; Diamond
Jkwkl
t..
κ
we
(Dam
J
the World." Dam
large
mare,
tinip, right hind ankle
2.21
Bay
Point
Dexter,
1-2;)
King, (p) 2 10 1-2;
Farm. Sired by Almont Jk., 1M21».
at
Bred
Village
1886.
June
8,
white. Foaled
2.14 1-4; Globe, 2.14 3-4;
Record 2.26. Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.12 8-4; Wardwell,
2.16 1-4; And 46 other»
Architect,
2.16
(p)
1-4;
Wardwell,
2.15
(p)
Orvid,
1-4;
Sired

by

(p)

in 2.30.
W. J.
DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF
PARIS, MAINE. TERMS : 125 TO WARRANT.

COUNT

WHEELER, SOUTH

DIRECT.

white.
Black colt, large stripe, front ankles white, hind legs
Bred at

1902.

Village

Farm.

Sikki) by Direct

Hal,

2.04 1-4.

Dam, The Countess,
Dam of Chlmeitbrlno (4), 2.28 1 -4. sire ο I Florida
Chime* (μ), 2.16 1-4, and 2 other» In 2.30.
.......
2d dam, Toilet,
I)ani of Heelduary Legatee, 2.311-2; Ueyser Hoy,

TERMS: $25 TO WARRANT.

Foaled Juno 2·'>,

by Mambrino King,

by Almont, Jr.,
by

Oscalctta, 2.2!) 3-4: ffrandain of
Lueretta, 2.20; lilalne, 2.27 1-2; dam of Almont
of 1.
»lic
Dictator,
WILL STAND AT W. J. WHEELER'S
Slater of La

NORWAY.

king. Black stallion,

JOHN B. ROBINSON, Oxford, Me.

Me.

2.20 1-4.

MASONIC BLOCK,
Telephone Connection

WM. J.

a

3d dam, Mermaid,

Licensed Taxidermist,

127'.*

1820.

Dictator, 113.

STABLE, SOUTH PARIS, MB.
ALL MARES AT OWNERS' RISK.

Most Housekeepers UseA

ANXIOUS MOMENTS.

Glemvood
You Would
If You KnewAbout It

Important to Mother·.
Hxsmlna carefully rrery bottle of ΟASTORIA,
a ufe and rare remedy for Infanta sad children,
and tee that It

him.

h

the

granted.

J. WALDO

Some of the most anxious hours of a I

who has witnessed a
game of football for the first time)—Was
Reggie on the eleven?"
Gladys—Well, dear, from where I sat
it looked aa though the eleven were on

I

EXACT copy OF WHABPER.

Order of Notice Thereon.
to) are instances of the manner in
which the apple has been habitually District of Maine, es.
taken as ihe tvplcal fruit, the name of
On this 11th day of Nov., A. D. 1905, on reading
Is
which is u.tiurally borrowed in chris- the foregoing petition, it that a
hearing be had
Ordered by the Court,
of
fruit
and
sorts
1st
all
on
the
same
the
vegetables
tening
upon
day of Dec., A. D.
said Court at Portland, In said Disbefore
1905,
Dr.
it.
resemble
that only remotely
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon : and that noMurray's dictionary gives an Imposing tice thereof be published In the Oxford Demoa newspaper printed in said District, and
crat,
list of them—Jew's apple, devil's apthat all known cedltors, and other persons In
A interest, may appear at the said time and place,
ple. kangaroo apple, and so on.
If any they have, why the
writer of the sevontc nth century and show cause,
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
of
or
"the
fruit
ordered by the Court, That
of
Is
further
palm
And
It
apples
►peaks
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credtrtvs." and a fourteenth century man itors
said
of
petition and this order, ad-1
copies
sa;.:î that "all mauerc aples that ben dressed to them at their places of residence as
stated.
closed in an harde skyune, ryude, other
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
shale, ben callyd Nuces" (nuts). In of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Porton the 11th day of Nov
the year 1000, apparently, "earth ap- land, In said District,
A. D. 1905.
cucumbut
E. HEWEY, Clerk.
not
JAMES
meant
potatoes,
ples"
[L. 8.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
And even Eve's "apple" is bebers.
Attest : J Λ MES Ε. HEWEY, Clerk.
lieved to have been a citron.

Is

Ethyl (to Gladys,

«ι 11

μ

DllSIS- K(

^Wherefore^e

Your Old Range taken irv Juxchanye

The washing of the face seems a simBean the
ple matter, but there is a right way to Signature of
of
The

wind,

For Over

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss of Sleep.

Discharge.

State

Remedy forConstipa-

Γιοη, Sour Stoinarh.Diarrtoea

for allowance

Mexico,

use

>11

)
J In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Die
tiict Court of the United States for the District
In the matter of
PETER J. MUI3E,

*

SBSÎ4A.

Eliza M. Goodwin, widow.

Petition for

of

ness and Rest.Contains neither
nor Mineral,

Opium,Morphine

Maine,
represents that
that Mr. Rabbit wanted, anil lu» spurn- In said
he was duly
on the 35th day of March, last past,
he
Then
warden.
the
of
«il the offer
adjudged bankrupt, under the Acta of Congress
relating to Bankruptcy ; that he has duly sur-1
proceeded on his way, and he had not rendered
all his property and rights of property
of
the
heard
he
when
report
and has fully compiled with all the requirements
g>ne far
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching |
a gun.
'•Here come the hunters!" he cried,
prays, that lie may be decreed
Court to have a full discharge from al
and away he darted to escape the sor- by the
debts provable against his estate under said
his cousin
bankruptcy Acta, except such debts as are ex
ry fate that had befallen
cepted oy law from such discharge.
only a week before.
Dated this 9th day of Nov., A. D. 1905.
PETER J. MUISE, Bankrupt.
But the hunters were faster than Mr.
In
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
sight,
Rabbit, and soon they were
88.
and a load of shot caught the poor District of Maine,
On this 11th day of Nov., A. D. 1905, on I
bunny in the side. His last thoughts reading the foregoing petition, It Is—
were of how much better off he would
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
the same on the 1st day of Dec., A. D.
have been If he had not been so nnx- upon before said Court at Portland, In said Dis1005,
acbad
and
ous to have a good time
trict, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon: and that
notice thereof be published In The Oxford
cepted the warden's offer to let him Democrat, a newspaper
printed In said District,
Louis and that all known creditors, and other persons
awhile.—St.
for
the
In
Jail
ftay
In Interest, may appear at the said time an·?
Post-Dispatch.
and show cause, If any they have, why
îe prayer of said petitioner should not be

the beautiful girl,
"do you believe in the transmigration of

In Um For Over 30 Tear·.
lbs Kind Toe Bit· Aiwaji Bought.

Signature

Promotes DigestionJCheerful·

well

do it and a wrong way.
pores
the Bkin should be freed from any accumulations resulting from exposure to

Bears the

ting the Stomachs andBowels of

cure.

cream.

use.

Always Bought

enough in its praise.

you
The surfaces acted upon should first be
when you were forbidden to do it?
cleansed, preferably with hot water, and
Young Man—Judge, I didn't know
the fingers employed in rubbing should
was loaded.
with some fat or my camera

lubricated
The treatment must be persisted
in for weeks if a satisfactory result is
desired. In case of pronounced double
chin, an astringent instead of a plain
cream would be the most desirable to

Tor Infante and Children.

years. I commenced to take your Bitters about one month ago. I feel like
a new woman and I owe it all to your
medicine. I don't feel that I "can say

ADDISOS E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—attest :
ALBERT D.PARK. Register

when the little |
heeding the advice before given of never mother's life are those have
the croup.
ones of the household
rubbing from without inward.
bo effective
To eradicate the depressions in front Tbere is no other medicine
as
Foley's Honey
of the ears where small lines form, draw in this terrible malady
for
the skin upward gently with the middle and Tar. It is a household favorite
j
and as it con-J
linger of the left hand and, with the throat and lungortroubles,
it
can
other
no
tains
poisons,
opiates
ringers of the right, rub in rotary
be safely given. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
fashion toward the temples.
Massage to be effectual should be used
Magistrate—Well, young man, what
daily for from ten to fifteen minâtes. excuse
for taking the picture
have
be

pnmm

by George E. Davis, executor.
FRANK P. GOODWIN, late of Hiram, de-

"Senator,." asked

souls?"

A Safe Remedy
for Hea.da.ches

PROBATE NOTICE*.
To All persons Interested In either of the estate.·
hereinafter named :
In
At a Probate Court, held at Rumford,
and for the County of Oxford, on the second
our Lord one
of
In
the
of
year
Nov.,
Tuesday
thousand nine hundred and Ave. The following matter having been presented for the action
Is hereby
thereupon hereinafter indicate·!, It
Okdekxd:
In
all
to
be
persons
thereof
That notice
given
terested by causing a copy of this order to w
In the Ox
weeks
successively
three
published
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
a
Paris, In said County, that they may appear atthe
Probate Court to be held at Frveburg. on
flmt Tuesday of Dec., A. D. 1905, at 9 of the
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon if
they see cause.
JOSEPH CILLEY, late of Porter, deceased;

friend recommended Foley's Honey and
Tar and two-thirds of a bottle cured me.
I consider it the greatest cough and lung
medicine in the world." F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

"Well, I really can't say as yet.
temples, bringing the thumbs beneath Roosevelt for it or against it?"

away
coffee. She claims it make· me
Use alum water freely for chilblains.
irritable and unkind." "But doe· it?"
A little flour put over the top of a
"I guess it does. When she refused me
the icing from running.
a cup thia morning I burst right out and cake will prevent
"
Sprinkle clothes with hot water and
said, 'Darn itP

quite

like the catarrh snuffs and
powders, for minds shattered by cocaine.

responsible

these conditions, and of especial value
HE COULD HARDLY GET UP.
when combined with the application of a
P. H. Duffy of Ashley, 111., writes,
fat or cream to the skin. Indeed, there "This is to
certify that I have taken two
is scarcely anything of more importance. bottles of
Foley's Kidney Cure and it has
To massage the face for the purpose of
helped me more than any other mediremoving wrinkles from the skin, the cine. I tried many advertised remedies,
face is first washed in hot water or but none of them
gave me any relief.
steamed by placing hot towels over it,
recommended Foley's KidMy
druggist
then carefully mopped dry. (In washing
ney Cure and it has cured me. Before
or drying the face never rub downward,
commencing its use I was in such shape
but always up.)
that I could hardly get up when onoe
To remove wrinkles from between the down." F. A. Shnrtleff ά Co.
with
of
the
the
fingers
tips
eyes, anoint
some kind of cream, then rub up and
"What caused you to become a tramp?'
outward toward the temples; remove
"Me family physician, mum. Έ ad-1
the fingers and without touching the vised me to take long walke after meals,
skin bring them back to the starting and I've bin walking after them ever
point, and repeat the process a number since."

more

was

No false pretense has marked the caNo idle
reer of Ely's Cream Balm.
promises of rewards for cases it will not
cure.
Being entirely harmless, it is not

WRINKLES.

Various Hints.
constipation, sour stomach, or any other
pain, Hollister's Rooky Mountain Tea
To beat whites of eggs quickly, add a
will make yon well aud keep you well.
of salt.
35 cents. Tea or Tablets. F. A. Shurt- pinch
A few drops of lemon juice makes cake
leff A Co. ; Orin Stevens.
frosting very white.
Sprinkle powdered oloves about to
"My wife aays I musn't drink any drive
rod ants.

She—Their engagement

found him raving and very violent, with
the new nurse scared out of her wits. I
said:
"Why did you let him go so far? I
left you some medicine to give him as
soon as he got delirious.
"'Yes, doctor,' she replied; 'but you
told me to give that to him if he saw any
more snakes, and this time he was seeing
"
blue dogs with pink tails.'

"Does your wife insist on having the
last word?" asked the person who inSo-called skin foods are beneficial dulges in impertinent questions.
because tbey contain fats which nourish
"Not at all," answered Mr. Meekton.
the skin and keep it soft. One of the "It is quite cuetomary for me to close
best of this kind is lanoline. The skin the conversation with 'very well,' or
foods are usually combined with some some such remark, to indicate that I
kind of perfume to make the applica- understand what Henrietta intends to
tion pleasant.
convey."
Massage is an excellent treatment of

dust and

roe."

Î;er,

Απ ΛπΙ»υ*Ι Story Per
Little Polks

INDEX

%'M

Never bas there been such a demand
for young people who have a thorough
I training for business. More than 30 applications a month are received for Bliss
Street, graduates.
Pull information together
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent
A call at tne school will
or town, upon request.
PALL
convince you of its superiority.
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18.
State.
BUSS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.

he
determined to put the matter to the test.
Taking a position a few feet from his
barn be cooked the gun, aimed at the
center of the pine door, pulled the trigand the gun went off with a deafenng roar.
The result was startling.
It is painful to have to record the fact
that the candle did not pierce the door.
All it did was to make a horrible
■mear of tallow over the door and everyin the immediate neighborthing elseFinkenbinder
included.
hood, >fr.
How his wife came screaming out of
the house to learn what dreadful thing
had happened, how he told her, sulkily,

helping bim—all this, perhaps, should
be left to the imagination as belonging
TO THE VITALITY.
to the domain of the home, whose sacred
During an attack of illness, or when precincts no man has a right to invade
one has been deprived for a considerable for the
purpose of dragging tbe intimate
length of time of exercise in the open air, details of its daily life into the cold,
the skin looks pale and the body weakpitiless light of publicity.
ans.
This paleness is due to a decrease
It remains true, nevertheless, that you
the
of
the
in the coloring matter
blood,
oan shoot a tallow candle through a barn
is
of
which
ncientific name
hemoglobin, door.
rod when this substance is deficient in
If you keep tbe door open.
amount the oxidation processes going on
in the body all the time cannot be
Far Western Journalism.
properly performed, and the whole eye(Minneapolis Journal)
tern is not nourished as it ought to be,
"It sounds like a yarn," said a Chicago
so that a whole train of symptoms apantiquary, "but here is the proof. Look
pear, such as lassitude, palpitation, poor at it for
yourself."
appetite, lack of energy, and so on,
He opened his scrap book to a clipping
which disappear when the cause is reyellow with age. It was a clipping from
moved.
a newspaper of Tombstone, and it said:
ro IMPBOVE THE COLOB OF THE SKIN
"Wx hopx that our rxadxrs will parIt follows that the only thing to do is don tbx appxarancx of this wxxk's Into get this substance back as speedily as txlligxncxr, and tbx sxxmingly myspossible, and nothing will effect this txrious absxncx of a cxrtain Ixttxr.
more quickly than plenty of easily as"Sam Bilbxr camx into our officx yxssimilated, nourishing food, such as milk txrday and statxd that as hx was going

ΓΗΕ

PHYSICIANS PRESCRIBE IT.
and plenty of pure soap are required.
Many broad minded physician· pre- Soap will not injure the complexion,
scribe Foley's Honey and Tar, as they rather it will be beneficial, especially if
have never found so safe and reliable a the skin is inclined to be oily. It should
remedy for throat and lung troubles as be well rinsed off and the face carefully
this great medicine. F. A. Shurtleff A dried with a soft towel, rubbing with the
DAY ά EVtNJMj
motion directed for massage. Sulphur
Co.
baths act effectively upon the skin, and
aunt
one day,
asked
her
"Dorothy,"
With large, new buildings and new
consequently upon the general health,
FILL OUT. CUT OFF AND MAIL TO US.
"do you like to go to school?1' "Tes, and
for an oily complexion, a weak soluequipment throughout, revised courses
"I
dutiful
ma'am,"
replied
Dorothy.
tion of alcohol and water is beneficial.
PLEASE SEND YOUR CATALOGUE of study and increased teaching force, it
is
and
back.
It
like
I
like
coming
going
has the best facilities in the world for
Any treatment, however, must be paGIVING PULL INPORMATION
staying there between times that sticks tiently persevered in and the general
young men and women.
To

Somebody had told Mr. Finkenbinder
a tallow oandle, placed Id the barrel of a shot gun, oould be fired through
ft barn door aa easily as If it were a bolt
that

is warm and when the while scraping the soft tallow off his
with health and a good clothing, to. go back and attend to her
own business, and bow she* insisted on

TREATMENT

:

liriLLIAM J. CONNORS, of Rumford, in the
ΤΤ
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, in
said District, respectfully represents that on
the 25th day of March, last past, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to Bankruptcy ; that he has duly surren'lared all his property and rights of property,
and has fully compiled with all the requirements
of said Acts an l of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcyWherefore he prays. That be may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
exbankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are
cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 23rd day of Oct.. A. 0.1908.
WILLIAM J.CONNORS, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

TO THE

evidently thought

DkCOSTER,

Both Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWS-

the ocean. I am very expensive, yet
rich people never use me. I am heavy,
unwieldy and ugly, yet extremely use-

1

metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost a*
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, but you can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

A

I am not a building, a car or a Teeeel, yet I often bave a human occupant I have windows and ventilators,
but no doors or chimneys. 1 am not an
elevator, yet I constantly go up and
down. I may be found on laud or In

milk.

ie a

AS

S2S.—Enlima.

(Chicago Tribune.)

Having a little leisure on his han^s,

HEALTH.

Used In gaming.
He.

INDEX

Candle (α Quo.

of steel.

Healthy Skin.

AN

SKIN

ΓΗΒ

Counsel.

NOTICE·

of Maine

Picture Frames

&

W. B.

Franklin

Agent,

What cats Uke.
Good for puddings.
▲ contrivance.
To allure.
Wicked nee·.

Stove Wood for Sale.
First clas9 quality.

at

7 P. M.

All cargo, except Live Stock,
steamers of this Company, is
against fire and marine risk.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

MAINE.

WEST PARIS,

m ->o·· i«m.

M·,

1. The branching of a river.
2. Depressed and a miueral.
3. Impudence and a receptacle

Ε. H. PIKE,

PORTLAND AND BOSTON UNE.

Superb

pounas or weignc

from the ground, the pain was bo severe.
This was my condition when I began using Duan's Kidney Pills. They quickly
relieved ine and now I am never troubled
as I was.
My back is strong and I can
walk or ride a long distance and feel just
a3 strung as I did twenty-five years ago.
I think so much of Doan'e Kidney Pills
that I have given a supply of the remedy
to some of my neighbors and they have

disappointed. They cure torpid liver,
oonettpatfoa. biliousness, jaundice,

I

COBTOS.

J. Β.

This la due to
Little Early Risers.
tha fact that they tonic the livar lastead of purging it. They never grtpa
nor sicken. not even the most delicate
lady, and yet they are so certain ta
résulta that no one who uses them It

monia and fevera.

I
easy buggy.
do not believe

1 coula nave raised ten

Easy Pill
ta Ilk· and easy to ad I·

bad

so

I could
not walk any
nor
distance
in
ride
even

Sts.,

Hut famous little pill DeWltt'a

was

that

MAINE.

NORWAY,

A

Younger.

Sick kidneys cause a weak, lame or
aching back, and a weak back makes
Can't be well and strong
a weak man.
until the kidneys are cured. Treat them
Here's the
with Doan's Kidney Pills.

up stock.

Eaay

COLUMN, Oxford DemoonU, Pails. Mill»·

ing Him Feel Twenty-Five

—

close out odd patterns and clean

^

ana»se^·

Dora's Kidney Pills Brought Strength
and Health to the Sufferer, Mak-

Wool Carpets
to

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

I.W.SHAW, BUCKFIELD.

Λ School Girl's Winter Dress

at 98c.
M«d· to Mil rejularly it $2.00.
No need of wasting time sewing for tho
girls when you can buy a stylish and
serviceable dress at 98 cents. You could
not buy the material, linings, trimmings,
etc., and have it cost you less than 75 per
cent more than we ask for the entire

Many children inherit constitutions
weak and feeble, others due to childhood
Hollister's Rocky Mountain dress, rot considering the time required
troubles.
Tea will positively cure children and to make It. Only the Immense purchasof MACY'S, the largest store
make them strong. 35 cents. Tea or ing power
In America, makes such an offer possible.
Tablets. F. A. Snurtleff A Co.; Orln The quantity of these dresses is limited,

PROBATE NOTICES.
To all persons Interested In either of the estates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Rumford, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the second Tuesday
of Not., In the year of our Lord one thouiand
nine hundred and Ave. the following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon

J

hereinafter Indicated, It is hereby Ordk&kd :
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by canslng a copy of this order to be
Ox·
published three aweeks successively In atthe
8outh
ford Democrat, newspaper publlsned
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
held at Paris, on the
Probate Court to be
third Tuesday of Dec., A. D. 1906, at nine of the
Stevens.
and when the lot we now have on hand clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
la exhausted they cannot be duplicated they tee cause:
Bell—Mr. Jones is a splendid linguist. at the original purchase price; therefore
ELUORA JACKSON, late of Peru, deceased;
get your order In early. petition that Ansel G. Staples or some other
Nell—Yes; he's a nuisance in four lan- It Is advisableIs tomade
of excellent quality suitable person be appointed administrator, preThe dress
guages.
and heir at
novelty mixed plaid fabric; one piece sented by Fannie Delano, daughter
law.
style; full blouse waist; collar, cuffs, belt
rheumaof
name
the
Pain may go
and strap on upper left side of plain cashDAI8Y FORTIER, of Rumford; petition that
to Daisy Emery, presented
tism, neuralgia, lumbago, pleurisy. No mere, braid trimmed; further trimmed her name be changed
matter what names the pains are called, ! with gilt buttons; full skirt with deep by said Daisy Fortler.
ADDISON E. HERRICK,
Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea will hem; lined throughout with percaline;
Judge of said Court.
86 cents. Tea or colors, blue, brown and green mixtures;
drive them away.
96
A
true
to
14
4
cents;
postcopy—Attest:—
Tablets. 7. A. Shortfall A Co. ; Orln sizes,20 cents. years; price,
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
age,
Stevens.
When ordering do not fall to state size.
Your money cheerfully refunded for any
Stella—They say Jack is incapable of garment which does not prove satisfaclove.
tory.
He has been in
Bella—Nonsense.
recan
Our Christmas Gifts Catalogue is
love with himself as long as I
member.
Dow ready for mailing and will be sent
1337 Farm Hunters answered our news- I
Instead of racking
free on request.
advertising during July.
Foley's Honey and Tar for ooughs and your brains in the selection of a suit- paper
waut to get α quick, cash sale
If
colds; reliable, tried and tested, safe and able Christmas Gift, write a postal writeyou
today for our FllEK description
F. A. Shnrtleff & Co.
sure.
Con- i'hrnks, so that your farm may be brought
card NOW for our Catalogue.
m the attention of these Farm Buyers.
We require no advance payment
Teacher—Tommy, tains thousands of suggestions, illusSnnday School
doesn't your conscience tell yon when trated, with prices, of suitable holiday "Strout'a Bargain List" of big trade*
mailed free.
you bave done wrong? Tommy—Yes, gifts for man, woman or child. IT8
ma'am, bnt it doesn't tell my mother.
FREE.
ι

QUAKER

RANGE

by

—

W. A. Herren of Finch, Ark., writes,
"I wish to report that Foley's Kidney
Core has cured a terrible ease of kidney
and bladder trouble that two dgjtors
had given up." F. A. ShurtlsffAfto.

ί

Address Room 201

R. H. MACY <a CO.
NEW YOU

FARM AGENCY,
Ε. A. STROUTTrsmoat
BOSTON

ISO Nam·· St.. N.V.

Tempi·,

W. 0. FROTH1NQHAM, 8outh Pari».
FRENCH, Norway.

D. M.

The nickel rails in the

QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as they are put
on

without bolts.
50 cts.

D0W" ,Bi

50 cts.

Variety Store, Norway.

.

Week .t

